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INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this workbook is to help guide communities and concerned citizens through the process of 
writing an Open Space Plan without hiring a consultant, thereby keeping it affordable and making 
implementation more likely. 

The Workbook follows the guidelines given in the 1990 Open Space and Recreation Plan Requirements 
distributed by the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs Division of Conservation Services. In fact, 
everything contained in the Requirements is reproduced here in order to eliminate the need for you to keep 
track of two documents at once.* The shorter document is particularly useful as a handout for each member 
of the committee working on the Open Space Plan, to give everyone a reminder of the overall product. 
Sections of the Workbook can be reproduced for individuals or small groups working on specific parts of the 
process. This is explained more fully in the section on the Open Space Planning Committee. 

Please note that the Workbook is presented in the same order as the Requirements, and hence, as your final 
Open Space Plan. However, this order is not the best way to proceed as you organize your committee and 
get down to work. Some suggestions on a logical sequence of events is given on the section about organizing 
an Open Space Committee. Don't overlook it , it's a very important distinction. 

Before getting down to specifics, we'd like to present a general discussion of what an open space plan is and 
why it is important. 

What is an Open Space and Recreation Plan? The term "open space" often refers only to 
conservation land, recreation land, agricultural land, corridor parks and amenities such as small parks, green 
buffers along roadways or any open area that is owned by an agency or organization dedicated to 
conservation. However, the term can also refer to any undeveloped land with particular conservation or 
recreation interest. Throughout this document, the term is used with this broader definition in mind. 

Although open space itself is a simple concept, the factors that affect it, and that it affects, are complex. 
Through an Open Space Plan, you identify and examine these factors and lay out strategies the community 
can use to protect and enjoy its character, natural resources and open spaces. 

By articulating your community's goals and objectives in an Open Space Plan, you are able to contrast 
existing conditions with residents' needs and desires for the various benefits of open space: economic, 
recreational, or aesthetic. The Plan ultimately outlines a five,year action plan through which to achieve the 
objectives. 

Why is it important to plan open spaces? Without planning, the appearance of a community, the 
lifestyle of its residents, and the condition of its natural resources can be dramatically altered in a short 
period of time due to random changes in land use patterns. During the development boom of the eighties, a 
number of small and moderately,sized Massachusetts communities saw their populations increase radically, 
straining their infrastructure and resources, and degrading the quality of life that originally attracted people 
to settle there. 

* Because the description of how to inventory and map open space was not presented clearly in the
Requirements, we have reorganized Section 5.
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At this writing, the economy has slowed and there is the need, and opportunity, to assess where you are, 
where you would like to go and how you might get there, before the next development boom catches you off 
guard. Planning now to protect important open spaces can greatly enhance the attractiveness of your 
community to encourage compatible growth in the future. 

To obtain the benefits of development without losing valued environmental assets, you must plan for the 
way your community uses its land. This allows you to confront and manage many aspects of the town's 
future and prevent environmental disasters, such as heavy industrial development over the community's 
drinking water supply. It allows you to preserve the habitats of endangered animal and plant species, or to 
distribute recreation and open space resources equitably. The planning process can alert you to potential 
problems while there is still time to avert them. 

Along with enhancing the quality of life, protecting open space can provide profound economic benefits. It 
can help a community avoid the costly mistakes of misusing or overwhelming available resources. A 
contaminated water supply, for example, must be replaced through expensive solutions such as piping water 
from other sources. In contrast, protected open space usually raises the taxable value of adjacent properties 
and is less costly to maintain than the infrastructure and services required by residential development. Even 
taking into account the increased tax base that results from development, open space usually proves easier 
on the municipal budget in the long-run. A recent publication by the River and Trail Assistance Program of 
the National Park Service, Economic Impacts of Protecting Rivers, Trails, and Greenway Corridors, presents 
many studies on this subject, including chapters on property values near open space and costs of municipal 
services for developed land, and is a valuable reference book for use in defending open space protection. 

Protecting you community's open spaces is not necessarily synonymous with costly acquisitions. Many 
municipalities and private nonprofit organizations hold conservation restrictions on public and private 
property. These restrictions are interests in land acquired through gift, purchases, or regulatory exaction, and 
are designed to preserve natural resources from adverse future use. The Executive Office of Environmental 
Affairs has recently completed The Massachusetts Conservation Restriction Handbook, which explains all of the 
steps involved in drafting a conservation restriction and gaining state approval. 

Completing an Open Space Plan also allows you to take the next step: planning a greenway network for your 
region. The Department of Environmental Management is preparing Crea tine Greenways: A Citizen's 
Guide to Linear Open Space Protection, which will help to take the valuable information gathered through 
the open space planning process and expand it to the planning of a greenway. Greenways provide a way to 
weave open space, cultural and historic resources and recreation areas into a fascinating system which 
enhances the experience of living in your town. Moreover, municipal greenways can lead to regional 
greenways, which reach out to include the gems of nearby towns. 

This concept has already taken hold in several coastal communities where continuous public access to and 
along the shoreline of developed harbors is actively being pursued with technical and financial assistance 
from the Massachusetts Coastal Zone Management office's Harbor Planning Program (see Appendix A). 

Once completed, an Open Space Plan is a powerful instrument with which to effect community goals. It 
establishes the community's aspirations and recommends patterns of development that will support them. 
Courts recognize the effort and organization behind a plan - municipalities with plans are more likely to win 
land use cases and other tests of their municipal statutes. 

Finally, a Massachusetts community with an approved Open Space Plan becomes eligible to apply for Self
Help, Urban Self-Help, Land and Water Conservation Funds and other grant programs administered by the 
Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Division of Conservation Services.* 

2 

* There is another federal grant program, the Urban Park and Recreation Recovery Program (UP ARR) which provides
matching grants and technical assistance to economically distressed urban communities. Approximately 30 cities and
towns in Massachusetts can be considered for eligibility in this program. For more information, see Appendix R.
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THE OPEN SPACE PLANNING COMMITTEE 

Starting an open space plan begins with taking time to understand what makes a successful plan and to 
organize the best process to achieve it. A successful plan is one which clearly articulates the attitudes and 
desires of residents of the community and which outlines a plan of action that many people are excited about 
carrying out. In short, implementation equals success. Additional considerations on involving the 
community are included in Appendices F, G and L. 

A Social Process ., Perhaps the most important thing to understand is that the more you make this a social 

process, the better the plan will be. In fact, the big problem with Open Space Plans that are written by a 
consultant (or one member of the Conservation Commission) is that very few people actually read the plan, 
and the recommendations are in the mind of the author only. When the Plan has been hashed out around 
kitchen tables and on backyard patios, with lots of people putting in their two,cents,worth, it has more 
credibility and more people are fired up to put their own ideas into action. 

Committee Leader ., Getting the most out of the Committee means choosing an effective leader. Oddly 
enough, the most effective leader may not be the person with the most knowledge about open space, 
recreation or the environment. The most knowledgeable person often is used to better advantage by 
providing technical assistance to the leader and various subcommittees. The leader may not even be a 
member of the board that is responsible for completing the plan, although it is essential that that board be 
actively represented. 

It is important that the person leading this effort have many of the following traits: 

1. be dedicated to the project;
2. be able and willing to delegate important tasks (not just grunt work) to others;
3. be able to recognize the (sometimes hidden) strengths of others;
4. be a "people person," someone who genuinely likes working in a group;
5. be good at keeping group discussions focussed;
6. be good at interpreting and translating good ideas of others, even when poorly phrased;
7. be organized; and
8. be able to keep the group's progress on schedule.

Other essential members of the Committee .. It is best to involve as many citizens and board 

representatives as possible. Some of these people may participate only on the subcommittee dealing with 
the subject of their interest, others will participate in every aspect of the project. Typically, an Open Space 
Planning Committee will include the following: 

1. Conservation Commission member;
2. Planning Board member;
3. Recreation Commission member;
4. Historical Society member;
5. members of Board of Public Health, Water Commission, or Public Works Department;
6. citizens concerned about town character and landscape preservation;
7. citizens concerned about the environment and natural resource conservation;
8. citizens concerned about playgrounds and recreation;
9. citizens concerned about trail development and use;
10. citizens concerned about rare and endangered species; and
11. others you determine to be important.
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Forming Subcommittees Among the objectives of your first meeting should be to review the purpose, 
form and tasks involved in the project you are beginning, and to divide the Committee into subcommittees, 
each of which will be responsible for contributing to specific portions of the plan. You might consider giving 
everyone a copy of the 1990 Open Space and Recreation Plan Requirements so that they understand how 
everything fits together. Since you will ultimately need information on many subjects, encourage interested 
Committee members to chair subcommittees on these major topics. Then, give the subcommittees appropriate 
sections of this workbook to guide their work. The subcommittees (topics) can be organized in any way, this is 
one suggestion: 

Regional Context, Community History, Landscape Character, and Population Data 
Growth and Development Issues and Environmental Problems 
Geology, Soils, Topography and Water Resources 
Vegetation, Fisheries and Wildlife, and Scenic Resources 
Inventory of Lands of Conservation and Recreation Interest 
Conservation and Recreation Needs Assessment and Inventory of Resource Protection Measures 
Community Goals and 5,year Action Plan 

The leaders of each subcommittee are now responsible for recruiting others to work with them, following the 
guidelines given in this Workbook. After everyone agrees on a timetable for completing their research and 
writing, the leader of the whole Committee is responsible for keeping the sub-committee leaders on schedule. 

One or two people should be assigned to write the final plan. They will collect draft versions of all the 
required sections of the Plan from the various subcommittees and edit them into a document with a consistent 
style. 

Suggested Timetable As mentioned earlier, the order of the final Open Space document is not the order in 
which the open space planning process occurs. There is no hard and fast first-step-next-step order that must 
be followed, many of the "steps" happen concurrently. However, the following flow chart gives a general idea 
of one approach to scheduling the process. 

ActlvltlH 
1992 1993 

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sept Oct Nov Dec Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep! 

SETTING GOALS AND OBJECTIVES 

Articulate, Organize and Refine 

Public Meetings ♦ ♦ • 
COLLECTING THE DATA 

Community Setting 

E nvironmental Inventory 

Conservation Lands Inventory 

ANALYZING THE DATA 

Community Needs 

Resources P rotection Needs 

Management Needs 

Public Meetings . 
♦ 

PREPARING THE ACTION PLAN 

Research and Planning 

Public Meeting 
• 

WRITING THE REP ORT 

Drafts by Sub-committees 

Editing and Finishing 

The creation of a thorough Open Space Plan may seem difficult at first glance; however, involving many local 
residents and seeking technical assistance makes it less daunting than it looks. Many Massachusetts agencies, 
institutions and environmental interest groups are willing and able to assist you with valuable guidance and 
information. Some offer advice over the telephone. Others will send a representative to meet with you. The 
final section of this Workbook is a reference guide and includes lists of organizations and the kinds of services 
they provide, as well as a bibliography of useful resource materials. 
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OPEN SPACE AND RECREATION PLAN 

REQUIREMENTS 

The following sections include all information found in the 1990 Open Space and Recreation Plan 
Requirements as well as useful examples and additional explanations. The samples from existing Open Space 
Plans that appear throughout this section are used to give you an idea of how to begin. They are only 
excerpts from the sections they illustrate, and are samples, not models to be copied! 

Throughout this section of the Workbook, you will find comments about required and optional maps in 
parentheses. This is to alert you to the need (or opportunity) to map the material being discussed. 
Appendices H and I go into more detail about various mapping considerations. 

As you are writing each section, note the places (perhaps highlight with a yellow marker) which recommend 
a particular action. Then as you write the Recommendations and Action Plan sections, be sure that each of 
these has been included. 

Remember that the following document outline does not reflect the best sequence of tasks. 

Section 1 - Plan Summary 

Give a brief summary of what is being recommended in the Open Space and Recreation Plan. Mention the 
overall aspirations of the community that are addressed by the document. 

Describe these aspirations in general terms, such as "protect rural character of town." This overall vision 
should be reflected in the development of goals later in the process. 

This section should be written after the plan is finished. It is very similar to a Conclusions section. The 
purpose of putting it first is to give the reader a quick understanding of your open space and recreation goals 
and needs and how you intend to meet those goals. Think of it as a half ,page summary of the entire process 
that you could hand to a newspaper reporter or to Town Meeting members, something which summarizes 
the main points of the story with none of the derails. 

Sample: .. ,.The Millis Open Space Plan is specifically designed with the theme that providing open space and 
,=::):/\recreation opportunities together with establishing land conservation programs is an essential ingredient 
./J:J/in the lives of town residents and thus, must have high priority in the planning for services and facilities.
"§){( Further, the plan has been designed to detail:
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Section 2 .. Introduction 

A. Statement of Pumose
Describe why the the plan was written, citing past and current efforts to protect and enhance the open space 
and recreational opportunities. 

A brief description is all that is necessary, but you want to give the reader an idea of the status of open space 
planning in town: is this a first-time Open Space Plan? is this the 10th Update? has there been a recent 
water supply crisis that took everyone by surprise and you realized that comprehensive planning would be 
better for the future than a narrow band-aid for this particular problem? 

·Sample: The purpose of this plan is to provide an organizational model and rational framework within which
residents of Andover may determine the future of the natural resources by balancing pressures of 
commercial, industrial and residential development with the demands for open space preservation. 

In the 13 years since Andover's first Open Space and Recreation Plan was developed in 1970, many of 
the recommendations made in that report and in subsequent revisions in 1975 and 1977 have been 
implemented. While the list of accomplishments is impressive, it is important to note that we have lost 
ground in some areas. In the last several years, rapid development has resulted in the loss of several 
parcels we wish could have been preserved for conservation and recreation. 

,::: This report is an attempt to prepare for the future by noting items from previous Open Space Plans that 

=:::,.. have not yet been implemented and new items resulting from our public participation events. 

B. Plannin{! Process and Public Participation
Describe the process used to develop the plan. Name the primary researchers and writers, people who 
worked on committees, etc. List the meetings, surveys, public participation, and other assessments, etc. 
that contributed to the development of the plan. 

In this section you should recount the process your community undertook to write and complete the plan. 
This account of the process is extremely important in explaining the depth of public participation. As was 
mentioned earlier, the more fully the public is involved from the start the more likely will be the 
implementation of the plan. 

One way to involve the public early on is to ask them to fill out a survey of what they want for the future of 
their town. An example of such a survey is located in Appendix F. This will bring the issue of open space 
and recreation planning to their attention and hopefully spark their interest and concern. 

If sending out a survey is too expensive, another technique to spark public participation is for the core 
planning committee to hold an open public meeting. At this public meeting, divide the group into small 
discussion groups, give them a chance to talk about where they want to see their community in the future. 
Have someone write all the ideas down, then have the group prioritize all the ideas. 

All the group facilitators come together to combine their top 5 or so priorities while the public has cider and 
donuts. The group is reconvened and the complete list of priorities is presented. At this time you ask 
interested people to sign up for subcommittees that deal with each one of the listed priorities. The reference 
section of this workbook gives a full description of this public participation process in Appendix G. 
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The main thing is to be creative in gaining public input. There are limitless ways to engage the public. 
Consider your community's characteristics and come up with a strategy to reach out to the largest number of 
people. 

. The West Bridgewater Open Space Plan was developed by the West Bridgewater Bay Circuit ::': ' 
Committee and prepared by the Old Colony Planning Council (OCPC). Interested citizens, members of }:: ·

·.· .. ::··,. .... <,.', .. ··.:::,·.=,·=,:, ... , Conservation Commission and Historical Committees and other bodies sat on, or worked with the ..... 
Committee. DEM Bay Circuit planners also met formally with the Committee during regional, mid-point, 

, ..... ::,,,,,,,,:,:: :,,,:,:::,.and final reviews. Personnel from the Division of Conservation Services and the Department of fi 
·.,._., ...... , ..... ,.,.,.,., .. Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement also discussed specific issues with members of ,r

::
/:

= ,=,,,:
,:,,:=:=,,,::,,,,,

the Committee informally and in the field. 
jiiil: 

,,."'.:: ',':'.','::::'':'.:".:',':":.,
::::::'':\.::',\::::::::::::::: 

Committee began meeting in August 1986 to identify the physical, environmental, social and 
·.·• economic resources of West Bridgewater. The Committee and OCPC finished the inventory in late fall 

and then designed an open space questionnaire, which was distributed at the November special Town 
Meeting. 

the inventory information and the survey tabulation, the Committee and OCPC began to determineiiliil 
open space needs and identify possible Bay Circuit linkages. 

:j!j:i 
the Committee made this initial identification of open space needs and linkages, OCPC planners Ji 

mapped inventory information and prepared a draft Open Space Plan. A Bay Circuit planner and the ...... 
,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:,,,,,,., Committee evaluated this plan at the mid-point review session in February 1987. 11:11: 

':':'::,:::,/)'()(,):, '.,.::/',",=,·', From the comments at the review and subsequent open space meetings, the Committee refined its J: 
.,::-,:,,=:-:-'''''=':::::::::::,,,,,,,,,=, determination of West Bridgewater's open space needs and precisely identified possible linkages for the f

Bay Circuit Conservation Corridor. Next, the members and OCPC developed a five-year action plan to :=::: 

.,,::::;:::,::,:::::::,,=:::::::-:: use in implementing the Open Space Plan. { 

.. From this additional input, the Committee and OCPC staff developed a final draft of the West 
""'":•=-· ·, .. ,.:-:-,., ... :.,-... Bridgewater Open Space Plan. The plan was then submitted to town boards and commissions, Bay

Circuit planners, and the Division of Conservation Services for further comments. 

Public participation in the process was built on the Committee's public meetings. After starting in August [ 
1986, the meetings occurred bimonthly until February 1987, and occurred monthly until July 1987. After 1 

..... ,·=·=·=· ·=·=·=·=·=·=·distribution of the November 27, 1987 draft, five more review meetings were held during February and /
March 1988. 

of the Committee's 14 meetings were advertised public meetings and were open to participation by 
interested citizens and members of other town boards. 

. . ... ·.•.· .•:•.-:-
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Section 3 , Community Setting 

This section is meant to give a broad picture of your community, placing it in a variety of contexts which 
illustrate how its character evolved and which suggest how it may need to change to accommodate a 
continually changing tomorrow. 

A. Regional Context
Describe the community's physical location ( is it in the coastal plain, foothills of the Berkshires, 
Connecticut River flood plain?) and what effect that has had on the community's development. Describe 
the community's regional context in terms of resources shared with neighboring towns (such as water 
resources or a mountain range) and what effect that has had on the community's development. Also 
describe its socio-economic context ( is it an isolated hill town, upper-income Boston suburb, declining mill 
town? What effect does that have on the community's open space and recreation needs?) 

Talk extensively with people in neighboring towns about their resources. Obtain copies of their open space 
plans. This section should describe how land use (highways, shopping centers, recreation areas, water 
supply, etc.) in adjacent towns affects you, and how your land use affects them. As an example, how does 
your community's industrial park (or school, or park) affect your neighbor's public drinking supply? Be 
objective; there are likely to be both positive and negative effects in both directions! 

Goals and objectives for the protection of valuable resources ( which you'll discuss in Section 8) should 
address resources in neighboring communities which your community affects, so be sure to keep notes for 
Section 8. It is also helpful to look at open space and recreation resources located near your community 
boundary, then check with your neighbor to be certain that their land use is compatible with the protection 
strategy for the resource. Resources of regional significance, such as trails and aquifers which travel through 
more than one community, should be identified. Discussions with the other communities should include 
protection strategies that benefit all the communities which share the resource. 

Another benefit of looking at resources regionally is that a neighboring community may be meeting some of 
your community's recreation needs while your community may be providing a different type of resource that 
benefits them. These shared resources, once identified and made accessible will not need to be duplicated for 
each town . 

. Sample: 

8 

Ware is rich in water resources. The town is located in the Chicopee Watershed area. The Swift River 
flows southerly from the Ouabbin Reservoir along the Ware-Belchertown boundary until it joins the Ware 
River. 

The Ouabbin Reservoir, which is located in Ware, Belchertown and Pelham and is owned by the 
Metropolitan District Commission, covers 24,705 acres. It is one of Boston's major water supply areas, 
providing 412 billion gallons. It has been determined that, despite the large amount of water it supplies 
to Boston, the Ouabbin does not meet the city's needs, and a controversial project has been proposed to 
divert some floodwaters from the Connecticut River into the reservoir by way of the Northfield Mountain 
Pumped Storage Plant in Franklin County and Millers River. Considerable public dissent has already 
been expressed over this project, which will considerably change the character and plant and animal 
communities of the Connecticut River. 
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B. History of the Community
Give a brief summary of the community's history, including the effects of its location as discussed in Section 
A. Mention the historic and archeological resources that give the community special character.

The purpose of this section is not only to broaden understanding of what makes your community interesting 
from a historical perspective, but to get you to understand the land use patterns you have inherited from 
previous generations. This understanding should get you thinking about the new patterns you establish. 
You should also think about changes you could make to the zoning plan to rectify inappropriate patterns that 
may still be required. For example, industrial zones are often located in or near wetlands because that was 
where the railroad was a hundred years ago (it was flat land, no blasting necessary). Perhaps the railroad is 
gone now, but the zoning plan encourages continued expansion of industry in the worst places possible! 
River corridors have nearly identical histories. Your job is to discover these things and recommend changes 
in Sections 8 and 9. Note that you will be discussing current land use patterns again in another part of this 
section. At this point you look backward; in part D, you will be asked to look to the future. 

The basic facts are probably readily available from the Massachusetts Historical Commission and your local 
historical commission. However, relating historical development patterns to current problems and 
opportunities may take some creative thinking. 

Consider including reduced versions of old maps that illustrate the growth patterns of the town at different 
points in history. (Optional Map A) Many photocopy centers have machines ("xerox" type) that will make 
small copies for under a dollar. These make reasonable "originals" to be mounted onto your final copy that 
you have reproduced in quantity. If the budget allows, a screened black,and,white photograph will produce 
excellent results. Check on the price - it may be cheaper than you think! 

Sample: ::/Unlike· many New England towns, Andover was not built around a c:"entraf green. The larger settlement ·:·:: 
_,/}(:\: began in what is now North Andover, with a gradual and informal movement southward. Development of{

· · .. J\)1fi3 the present Andover consequently has been much more varied than most centralized towns. ,:::-

_':i{i >t::;jljflI!l!ll!:!l[l[!f::
, 
Andovers first settlers established a network of roadways radiating from a center point on the ''.''.': 

:-.
: 

·--x:, i:C]l@Shawsheen River. This diffuse pattern of growth began to change early in the 1 BOO's when the four falls 
_<:;,:U>/iJU\of the Shawsheen began to attract industrial development, and Academy Hill became a major intellectual}

.. · }f\{{'\l}}}center. Nineteenth-century Andover is characterized by self-contained centers of activity which were \ 
.·.· -/'fj}i\Jl@}}distinguished by peculiar geographic, economic and cultural features. Very little building occurred on the\:
· 0::-\J[)\Ifffolf rural arteries during the first hatt of the 19th century. f: 

. _jj[�\\Ij)?::ll!fl1�!1[1tli!lll Meanwhile, a small, multifunctional downtown was growing around Elm Square. During the last quarter ··.· 
··}}/ ··:\[I:}f of the 19th century and early 20th century, a small grid of streets was inserted east of Main and North 

... ·
. ·. ·=\{}}Main Streets. Relatively dense Victorian suburbs were built for an increasingly numerous 

,,)}}}: prosperous citizenry. 

·:}l!lf!lfi!l The 20th century has been characterized by the steady subdivision of rural areas. These modern tracts
·:w>:•:-:: are typically built on cul-de-sacs, forming a fine capillary system between the main thoroughfares and
::::· the village centers. In contrast, Routes 1-93 and 1-495 cut bold swaths through town, both servicing and

encouraging major residential and industrial development in the last 20 years. 
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C. Population Characteristics
Describe demographic factors that help identify patterns of need and interest. Consider population trends, 
density, and family income, as well as major industries, employers and employment trends. The goal is to 
describe the town's needs for open space and recreation, not just to duplicate parts of the Census report. It

may be quite helpful to map this information. (Optional Map B). 

Again, the objective is to understand these figures in relation to local and regional open space and 
recreation resources. You are trying to identify how the resources should be managed to meet the changing 
needs of the community. 

Some of the information on population and trends can be obtained by going through past annual reports and 
calculating how the population has changed. But go beyond this and consider the effects of various changes: 

have new recreation facilities been constructed? 
or should they be recommended in Section 9? 
how dense is the residential development in the community? 
what is the median family income and how is it likely to effect the recreation needs of the population? 

It is also important to understand the employment picture, now and in the foreseeable future: 
who are the major employers? where they are located in town? 
do they contribute to the "open space" (not protected, but useable) in town? 
what is the the likelihood of having new industries move into the community? 
if that is desirable, does the zoning plan ensure that they'll be built in the right place? 
if that is not desirable, does the zoning plan discourage or prevent it? 

For example, in a community with an aging population on fixed incomes, the development of extensive 
walking trails or the addition of sidewalks may be the most needed recreational amenity. Whereas in 
another community there may be a population of primarily young families. This second community would 
probably have a much greater need for active recreation facilities such as tot lots and ball fields. 

Sample: 

10 

To plan for the town's future open space needs properly, the size, density, age and composition of the 
population must be considered. 

During the SO-year period between 1930 and 1980, Georgetown's population more than tripled. Recent 
projections by the Merrimack Valley Planning Commission predict a continuation of this trend through 
1990, followed by a levelling off by 2000. 

If these projections are correct, Georgetown will need to plan for the outdoor recreational needs of a 
population approximately 18% larger than that of 1980. 

Approximately 94 persons (1.6% of the population) in 1980 were disabled in some way. This number is 
expected to increase to 105 by 1995. Persons with disabilities include those with physical disabilities 
that require the use of a wheelchair, walker or cane, visual impairments, hearing impairments, or mental 
disabilities. The acquisition or upgrading of any open space areas for recreational uses should consider 
the special needs of this segment of the community. 
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D. Growth and Development Patterns
This section should pick up where the History section ended, and be written with the pertinent facts from 
the previous section on population in mind. 

1. Patterns and trends - Give a brief description of how the town got to look as it does (e.g., started as
compact village surrounded by farms, roads now lined with "Form A lots." Or, old mill town surrounded
by forest, now experiencing heavy residential growth). Make this a one-sentence summary of the
History section. Continue by considering what current land uses and apparent current trends mean for
the future. Mapping current land uses is helpful. (Optional Map C)

2. Infrastructure - Describe the existing infrastructure and the effects it has had on development patterns.
(Optional Map D).

a. Transportation system
b. Water supply systems
c. Sewer service

3. Long-term development patterns - Outline local land use controls and include a map of the current
zoning plan. (Required Map 1). List scheduled and proposed subdivisions and expansions to the
infrastructure, then describe the effect this will have on existing open space. Describe what the
community will look like with a maximum build-out of the current zoning plan. Many communities
decide to have an actual build-out analysis done so that they can see the ultimate effect of their current
zoning (Optional Map E). This will indicate what open space will remain if nothing is done. More
positively, it may alert you to areas needing permanent open space protection given present trends.
Comment on any potential ecological impacts you see.

The mapping of the infrastructure, the long-term development patterns, and the build-out analysis are good 
projects to delegate to a subcommittee or an intern. The Center for Rural Massachusetts has published a 
guide book on how to do a build-out analysis. See Appendix E for how to obtain a copy of this publication, 
and Appendix D for a list of possible sources of interns. 

Sample: \)Since the mid-1930's Andover's growth has been guided by zoning. Andover today, as in the past; 
:\>:. ,::::: _ /t// contains mostly single-family residences, comfortably sited and carefully landscaped with street trees
"?i::C: . .-. : '{/;f:)\}f(and other plantings. Modern industrial parks are large but well set back from roads. Considering its
)/\}:::{)?:}]?!:tremendous population growth in recent years, Andover still contains a remarkable amount of open
:\:{>:/{\:):j})j/Jspace - whether momentarily undeveloped or whether part of the one-fifth of Andover's land area 
:;/\.{::}\·/\H)l officially conserved in reservations and state forest.

::iil
!

\i:/J/:/::::'.:!:;:!:!i!ll:111:1:1\!j))): Cluster Development - The frontage and area requirements for areas over 1 O acres may be reduced by -· 
?:J:\::!-('.{::·,\//\ Special Permit, without increasing the number of units allowed by the Zoning District requirements. The . 
\f/\:\\}:}\'f(>:· resulting extra area (common open space) is required to be conveyed to the Town, a nonprofit land trust, ,,,,
}:\/\=:::/_?;'.§)//•: or a neighborhood association, for park or open space. The results of use of this by-law may be

l�
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}��!I/II 
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e:::;uf:
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i:: the lenWh of streets to seNe residentia l areas; 
·.-._,-. ,-:-:::::;:;::::::,;::, 2. many short cul-de-sacs, tending to create mini-neighborhoods;

__·
. 

··:_,:
: 
}:i!Jli):j::::::: 

!: �u�����: :��i�e
a:tfa:na��::���l�r;:e

o!����=��ed open space at no cost to the Town;

.. 

·C •: :�ill!)}; Eloo:::::::::t::�:::::�::::::::::::::::: :�:::;::�:�: the requirements of the
. :. -. ({){:: zone in which it lies. Flood carrying capacity of any watercourse shall be maintained with regard to
< . . . _,.)/}; proposed development. Proposed development shall not result in any increase in flood levels within the

..
. 
:.;\f Town during a flood to the Base Flood Elevation . 

.. ·.· · .•,:•:•::::·· 
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Section 4 .,. Environmental Inventory and Analysis 

The inventory lists the community's natural and cultural resources. The analysis should begin to suggest the 
Open Space and Recreation Plan goals and objectives. 

In some cases you are required to map the resources listed in the inventory. This is an extremely important 
aspect of the plan. Having an illustration of the location of various resources helps in understanding how to 
make wise land use and siting decisions. Each board should have a set of maps from the plan to refer to 
when making decisions that change the use of land in the community. Be sure to take the necessary steps at 
the beginning, so that multiple copies can be created easily and inexpensively. (See Appendix H for 
details). 

The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs has been building a digital data base (computerized 
collection) of the location of natural resources and protected land in the Commonwealth. This geographic 
information system is called MassGIS. Some of the information needed to do a local Open Space Plan is 
available from MassGIS, for a fee. In an effort to help with some of this data collection and mapping, 
MassGIS has put together a technical assistance package which will provide your community with a set of 
maps. See Appendix I for a complete description of this service. 

A. Geology, Soils and Tonrniraphy Discuss the essential structure on which your community is based.

1. Give brief description of topography, geologic features and soils, especially prime and significant
(statewide) agricultural soils. Much of this information can be obtained from the U.S. Geological
Survey (U.S.G.S.) or the Soil Conservation Service (S.C.S.). Contact the state geologist for assistance
on geologic features (617 727-9800).

2. Describe the effects these have on development, recreational opportunities, erosion, etc. Is your only
remaining undeveloped land on steep slopes with lots of ledge? What are your alternatives then for the
soccer field you need? Is much of the undeveloped land in your town old farm fields - lots of till with
very little ledge? Very developable. How are those areas zoned? What will be the effects on town
character, on traffic, when those changes take place?

The map (part of Required Map 2) should show soil types grouped by development limitations. You should map 
those soils which are related to future land use. Some groupings that you might choose are listed below: 
o Deep, sandy or gravelly, well-drained and excessively-drained soils, which have implications for both

water supply and septic systems.

o Wetland soils ( peats and mucks), poorly-drained soils with water table at or near the surface for at least a
portion of the year, which have implications for septic systems and eight of the factors addressed by the
Wetland Protection Act. 

o Soils with slow infiltration rates located on steep slopes (>25%), which have implications for erosion.
o Prime agricultural soils.

See Appendix H for a discussion of general mapping considerations.

Sample: The terrain is level to gently rolling with elevations from sixty to one hundred twenty feet above mean
sea level. Wetlands cover much of West Bridgewater. 

12 

Twenty-five percent of the town is covered by the Merrimac-Deerfield-Hinckley-Windsor association, 
characterized by droughty and moderately-drained soils, which has slight limitations for residential, 
commercial or industrial uses, although the Deerfield soils are severely limited for septic system use. 

This limitation should not be misinterpreted, however. Experience elsewhere suggests that with lots of 
about an acre, such land will actually support about 75% of the number of new houses likely on less 
restricted land, although the resulting septic systems are more likely to have long-term maintenance 
problems. Accordingly, this plan recommends open space acquisitions based on overall patterns of 
need and the unique value of specific sites, as well as on the basic intent to provide a permanent open 
space setting for probable future development. 
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B. Landscape Character Describe those aspects of the landscape which give your town its own special
character. Focus attention on distinctive landforms and areas of particular scenic interest. Consider the
impact that changes in development might have on the overall scenic character of the town or on recreational
use of various areas. Note where that may happen and how that might be prevented.

. 
. . 

. .·. . 

Sample: =:::-: Gloucester's visual character is one of its most priceless assets. The diversity of landforms of marshes, .•.·. beaches, rocky shores, rolling hills and forested uplands, combined with the backdrop of the harbor, its 
•.•.•· ·········· ·

· waterfront and the diversity of structures, new and old, add to the uniqueness and richness of
···

·
· 

Gloucester's character. The most famous open space protection effort was the acquisition of land to 
maintain an open view of the marsh along Route 128 overlooking the Annisquam River. This area, ,/ 

·'"''''''''·:\i/iLLi:known as the "Window on the Marsh," provides passing motorists with a view which is truly characteristic{:
of Gloucester. ll: 

., 
. .. ,.·

. ·-·.,
.
, .... . ,.,.Marshes and other wetlands contribute directly to the scenic value of the landscape and add to \% 

··.-,:·:·:•:-;,:•:,:,:-: land
sz::i:c::.

sity. This value of aesthetics is achieved through on-site recreational use and views
I 

C. Water Resources Describe all of the water resources in town, giving particular attention to the
availability of recreational access. Coastal communities should contact the Massachusetts Coastal Zone
Management office for information on the Harbor Planning Program. (See Appendix A).

The text should mention existing recreational uses, classification of the water and status in regard to access. 
These factors should be mapped. (Required Map 3 ). Basic information can be obtained from the USGS 
1 :25,000 topographic quad. More detail can be drawn from the Massachusetts Department of Environmental 
Protection's Water Atlas. You can get this from DEP's Division of Water Supply or your local water 
department, which may have much of this information. 

Factors to be considered include: 
1. Surface water, lakes, ponds, bays, streams, rivers, and reservoirs; marine and brackish waters, extent of

tidal penetration into estuaries; ( required on map).
2. Flood hazard areas , Use FEMA maps for zones A and V. You may want to refer to the National Flood

Insurance Program Community Rating System Coordinator's Manual published in October 1990 by the
Federal Emergency Management Agency, particularly the sections on Open Space Preservation and on
Acquisition and Relocation. Actions taken in these areas will affect the rates your community pays for
flood insurance; (mapping is optional; if information is unavailable, cite the need and include in Action
Plan).

3. Wetlands, both forested and non,forested wetlands must be mapped. There are several potential sources
of mapped wetlands: the USGS 1:25,000 topo sheets, the National Wetlands Inventory maps. See
Appendix K for information about DEP Wetlands Conservancy Program; (required on map).

4. Aquifer recharge areas
a. zones of contribution to public supply wells. DEP has automated (entered in the GIS data base) ZOCs
for towns that have had them delineated; information about this process is available from the Aquifer
Land Acquisition Program. ( mapping is optional; if information is unavailable, cite the need and include
in Action Plan).
b. surface watersheds to water supply reservoirs. (required on map).

Sample: Easton is one of 5 towns that share a regional recreational resour�·e, the Canoe River. The river and 
.
· bordering lands are used for canoeing, fishing, hiking, bird watching, picnics and family outings. The

·'
=

=
== Canoe River Aquifer Protection Committee oversees protection and management of the river and
underlying aquifer, and hosts bi-annual awareness days, clean-up campaigns and educational
workshops. The Easton Water Department sponsors annual household hazardous waste days.

The Public Works Department hired a consulting firm to study and delineate primary and secondary
recharge areas of all public wells in 1986. Maps were produced prior to the adoption of an aquifer
protection zoning overlay district bylaw, which prohibits and restricts ...
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D. Vegetation
In discussing the vegetation, concentrate on the recreation values ( ty pes of activity, such as hunting, 
intensive recreation, scenic viewing, ere) as well as resource protection issues (such as habitat protection, 
economic impact, soil stabilization qualities, ere.). You may want to subscribe to an excellent publication, 
Currenc Issues in Forestry, published by the Department of Forestry and Wildlife Management, Cooperative 
Extension, UMass, Amherst. (See Appendix E). 
I. Forest land , include unusual cover types and large uninterrupted blocks of woodland;
2. General inventory, mention important plants and plant communities that characterize the area;
3. Rare, threatened and endangered species.

Mapping this information is very useful. (Optional Map F). 

Sample: FORESTS: The mature forests which have a clear understory provide the best hiking trails in Holliston.
Good examples include: the Pine forests in Poitras Memorial Conservation Area and Henrich Town 
Forest; the deciduous forest in Rocky Woods Conservation Land, ... 

The second growth, immature forests have less value for trail systems, but do have a significant value 
for wildlife habitat with good varieties of shrubs and ground covers. A growing deer and fox population 
parallels the abandonment of f armlands and the subsequent reforestation of the land ... 

FIELDS: The few remaining unforested fields provide some of the most scenic and valued views in the 
Town, as evidenced in the responses to the questionnaire. The responses focused on the farms on 
Highland Street and north of Hollis Street, as the most scenic. 

There are a few fields in Holliston open to the public for non-organized play, and are used primarily for 
soccer and baseball. A model airplane club uses one of these fields for an airstrip .... 

WETLANDS: Once Holliston was a major producer of cranberries, and has numerous bogs which have 
been abandoned. Some of these privately-owned bogs offer scenic vistas from public ways, including ... 

E. Fisheries and Wildlife
This discussion should be similar to the one in the previous section, that is, an inventory of wildlife species
found in the community, with consideration of necessary steps to protect them.
I. Inventory , General description of wildlife and wildlife habitats, including shellfish where appropriate;
2. Corridors for wildlife migration;
3. Rare, threatened and endangered species.

Mapping this information is very useful. (Optional Map F). 

Sample: 

14 

The composition of a wildlife community depends largely on the habitat conditions in that community. In 
general, habitat conditions in Shutesbury are typical of the smaller "hilltowns" on either side of the 
Connecticut River Valley - i. e. dominated by maturing hardwood or mixed hardwood/conifer forests with 
a scattering of open land and wetland habitats. 

In addition, several major features are evident on the Shutesbury landscape. Aside from the extensive 
blocks of unbroken mixed forest stands, there are 3 sizable bodies of open water and approximately 4 
miles of utility rights-of-way. These habitats add substantially to the diversity of Shutesbury's wild I if e. 

The presence of the Ouabbin Reservation in the southeast portion of town also influences the wildlife 
community. Ouabbin contains several habitats that are uncommon or non-existent elsewhere in town, 
plus it serves as a "warehouse" for some animal species. 

In very general terms, Shutesbury's wildlife community can be characterized as being a.) typical of those 
found in many other western Massachusetts towns with similar habitat conditions and development, and 
b.) dominated by species that are adapted to forested lands. Species diversity is greatest in those 
portions of town where several habitat types occur. 

Wildlife communities are not static entities. but are changing constantly in response to a number of 
natural and human influences. Some changes are due to normal annual fluctuations; others represent 
long-term changes or trends in populations. A number of species are making a come-back in recent 
decades after many years of very low populations. 
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F. Scenic Resources and Unigue Environments
This section should identify and map ( part of Required Map 2) those areas which contribute to the 
community's character. These resources may or may not fit neatly into one of the previous categories, but 
should be included here and their importance discussed. 

1. Scenic landscapes - areas included in DEM Scenic Landscape Inventory and other notable areas such as
hilltops, stream corridors, open meadows, agricultural landscapes, scenic views and scenic roads.
2. Major characteristic or unusual geologic features, and any other resources for potential protection and
exploration.
3. Cultural, archeological and historic areas.
4. Areas of critical environmental concern - identify and describe areas or ecosystems that contain a
combination of critical resources; for example, areas that include important surface waters, wetlands, wildlife
habitats or agricultural lands. Discuss how and why the resources and their interrelationships are unique or
critical. See Appendix K for an explanation of of the Massachusetts Areas of Critical Environmental
Concern (ACEC) programs, which can be used to protect areas of regional or statewide significance.

Sample: Gloucester's visual character is a result of the combination of natural landforms and attractive structures,
both old and new The designation of a historic district in the downtown section has helped to preserve 
much of the traditional cultural aspects of the city. Visual and cultural values of such areas consist of an 
array of interrelated, intangible values which benefit the public, but are often very difficult to measure. 
These include aesthetic, recreational, educational and other heritage values. 

Wingaersheek, Good Harbor and Brace Cove beaches are designated and undeveloped coastal barrier 
beaches according to the Department of the Interior and are subject to the Coastal Barrier Resources 

G. Environmental Problems
This section is helpful in seeing where problems currently exist or may occur. You should look at these 
environmental problems from both a local and regional context to see how they may potentially impact open 
space and recreation planning. Discuss the community's and the region's environmental problems that will 
influence open space and recreation planning. Mapping these factors is encouraged. (Optional Map G). 
Consult Appendix E for references, especially Fading Choices - Rising Issues. 

1. Hazardous waste sites
2. Landfills
3. Erosion
4. Chronic flooding
5. Sedimentation
6. Development impact
7. Ground and surface water pollution: point and non-point. (Contact DEP for information)

DEP has instituted a program to help communities reduce the municipal waste stream by as much as 50% 
through backyard composting. The Office of Technical Assistance has a program for Toxics Use Reduction 
for Industries. See Appendix A for both programs. 

Sample: Shutesbury's households depend upon private septic systems for sewage disposal. However, there are 
situations in towns involving existing septic systems which are hazardous to the public health and need 
attention. 

The Lake Wyola area has very small (one-eighth and one-tenth-acre lots). There are presently about 
225 houses there with roughly 200 units originally built as summer cottages. Due to property value 
increases and the shortage of affordable housing, roughly one-third of these homes have been 
converted to year-round use, and conversions are still taking place. Aside from voluntary application for 
a building permit by owners, there has been no control over these conversions. It is not known how 
many conversions have taken place or whether codes are being met. 

It is clear that septic systems originally designed for seasonal use are not adequate for year-round use. 
This has led to contamination of wells and is contributing to pollution of the lake. 
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Section 5 - Inventory of Lands of Conservation and Recreation Interest 

Which properties should be included in this inventory? 
Lands that are protected, as well as lands which are of conservation or recreation interest that are not 
protected. Some publicly,owned land is not protected, some privately,owned land is. The primary objective 
of this section is consider all valuable open land and illustrate what is protected and what is vulnerable. 

When is property considered to be protected? 
Consider the following: 
o Some publicly,owned lands can be sold and developed easily. Others are protected (see Section A below).
o Some deed restrictions may be only for a period of years, not in perpetuity.
o Lands under Chapter 61, 6 lA, and 61 B can be taken out of these special taxation programs at any time.

The town has the first option to purchase, but this can be costly and very little response time is given.

What information is necessary for each property? 
List ownership, managing agency, current use, condition (for publicly,owned land), recreation potential, 
public access, type of public grant received, zoning and degree of protection. A matrix (see Appendix J) with 
accompanying text is one way to present the inventory. Note that this information is requested from 
communities by EOEA when the SCORP is compiled every five years, so request the existing SCORP data 
for your community from the EOEA Data Center (617 727,3888). The SCORP inventory sheet may be 
substituted for the matrix. 

What about access to these properties for people with disabilities? 
All public property owned by the recreation department or conservation commission must be surveyed for 
access for people with disabilities. Guidelines for this survey are in Appendix S. The data you gather here will 
be invaluable when determining priorities for renovation or development. 

A. Protected Parcels

Land is considered protected if it is owned by the town's Conservation Commission or Water Department, 
one of the state's conservation agencies (thereby covered by Article 97), a nonprofit land trust, or if the town 
received state or federal funds for the purchase or improvement of the property. Private land is considered 
protected if it has a deed restriction in perpetuity, if an Agricultural Preservation Restriction has been placed 
on it, or if DEP has placed a conservation restriction on it as part of the Wetlands Conservancy Program. 
Include these lands on Required Map 4. 

B. Unprotected Parcels

Land owned by other agencies (local school department, Department of Defense, Department of Corrections, 
etc.) is not protected; it can be sold for development with relative ease. Do not become lulled into the belief 
that just because it has been used for recreation for decades it can't become a parking lot next year. 

Because these lands are not now protected, they should be mapped (Required Map 4) in a very different 
graphic style than protected land. Perhaps you can use hatching (parallel lines) to denote protected areas and 
stipples (scattered dots) for unprotected land of conservation and recreation interest. 

Many kinds of parcels should be included here, including significant (perhaps due to size) private holdings. It 
is valuable to consider the imJX)rtance that privately,owned land has on the way your community looks and 
where recreation takes place. These are areas you may decide to try to protect permanently in the course of 
developing your Action Plan ( in which case, include them also on Map 5 ). Consider the following categories 
for inclusion: 

1. Agricultural lands, those under Mass. General Laws, Chapter 61A and those which aren't;
2. Forest Land , Include unusual cover types, large uninterrupted blocks of woodland, large single ownerships

of woodland, tree farms and managed woodlands, Ch. 61 properties, etc;
3. Less,than,fee interests , Agricultural Preservation Restrictions, Areas of Critical Environmental Concern,

conservation restrictions, watershed protection restrictions (M.G.L., Ch. 184 ), wetlands restrictions
(under DEP's Wetlands Conservancy Program), etc.; 
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4. Private recreation lands - Chapter 61 B (for example, country clubs, marinas, Fish and Game clubs, etc);
5. Agricultural Land Incentive Areas;
6. Major institutional holdings ( colleges, hospitals, etc.);
7. Other resources, such as estates, corporate holdings, landfills planned for closure and available for reuse, ·

quarries with recreation potential, etc.

Please note that public park, recreation and conservation lands (unless under the jurisdiction of the school 
department) must be inventoried according to the federal 504 Guidelines: Handicapped Accessibility Self
Evaluation. (See Appendix S). 

Massachusetts Outdoors, the 1988 Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) volume 2, 
provides examples from Guide w Designing Accessible Outdoor RecreatioMl Facilities, published in 1980 by the 
National Park Service, Heritage Conservation and Recreation Service. SCORP also includes an inventory 
and detailed report of open space areas which you can use as a starting point for your inventory. You can 
obtain a copy from Conservation Services, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202; (617) 727-1552. 

Section 6 , Community Goals 

A. Description of Process
A series of surveys, questionnaires, or public meetings, etc. should be used to determine what the citizens of
the community value. These opinions, and the examination of trends and resources, should be used to guide
and direct the articulation of the community's overall goals. Give a brief description of how you arrived at
the goals you are about to set forth.

Sample: .. , .. During the late spring of 1987, the Long Range Planning and Open Space and Recreational Plan.ning

-===::=:)- :,::
-
>:,>:?/I Committees conducted a survey to determine Shutesbury residents' priorities and concerns. About 700

:)):::::;:.)t}:]\f{= questionnaires were sent to households in town and additional surveys were available at the post office. Jt 
:\/<::::··+tHi1]1% The 168 responses received were analyzed by computer. Data entry required over 41,000 keystrokes! 
.)}\:!if):i\f]j[: The final results as well as a copy of the survey are included in Appendix A-1. [ of Shutesbury's Open

,y:{::)j)}j/jff Space Plan, not this Workbook]

=:({)/>])}{{f])iThere were handwritten comments on the survey forms, all of which are included in the results. 

·
-•-·
. 

}ff\i/t{?\{Ht Although individual comments cannot be interpreted to represent a majority view, they were interesting l: 
i,;\i{{/:Q}t]{IE to read and give a better idea of what people are thinking than numbers and statistics alone can. /Ill/ ··t:\J:{{{\/JilE A member of the Open Space and Recreational Planning Committee interviewed leaders of the Senior
·. ·-=-· i"-0'\)::\f{}? Citizens group to find out their recreational needs.

B. Statement of Open Space and Recreation Goals
These goals should be stated in very general, broad brush terms: what the community should be, what it
should look like. Be careful not to jump to specific objectives or actions yet. Stay at the "big picture" level
at this point.

The goals should describe an "ideal" open space system that would meet the variety of needs that were 
expressed in community surveys, inferred from facility use, or implied by local development policies and any 
other existing resource protection plans. 

Sample:\, The Town of Rowley possesses a rich legacy of forests and fields, streams and marshes, hilltops and 
., .. _. •==· :-· shores. Together, these exceptional natural resources provide the town's citizens with clean water, · 

habitat for wildlife protection from flooding, aesthetic and recreational enjoyment and a high quality living 
:c =::, and working environment. 

·==· The goal of this planning process is to present a coordinated set of measures to protect and preserve
the resources that create the environment that we all hold dear.
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Section 7 .,, Analysis of Needs 

In this section, discuss the implications of all the material chat has been presented in the previous chapters. 
This chapter should be a systematic examination of what is needed to achieve the community's stated goals. 

Analysis of all the data you have collected is the point on which the entire planning process turns. It is during 
the analysis phase of the process chat you examine everything you have learned so far: what the community has 
(described in Sections 4 and 5), what the citizens would like the community to become (described in Section 
6), and now, where the problems are (lack of recreational facilities, lack of resource protection, etc.) Review 
the data and make lists of problems and potential solutions, opportunities and potential actions that will 
combine to become a strategy to meet your community's stated goals. 

The analysis phase of the process actually encompasses every single element of the Open Space Plan: 
community setting, environmental inventory and analysis, inventory of lands of conservation interest, and 
community goals, as well as final goals, objectives and action recommendations. In your meetings, you need to 
discuss problems and solutions at the same time. However, the analysis section of the report is limited to a 
description of the needs that were identified during the process. 

For example, Section 5 includes an inventory of protected lands in your community today. Section 6 is a 
general statement of the community's goals for the future. Section 7 should describe any shortfall between 
what the community has today and what it would like in the future. Sections 8 and 9 will put forward ways to 
close the gap. Various shortfalls, problems and potential solutions will become evident at various points in the 
planning process. It is only in the report chat they are discussed separately. Save notes on opportunities, 
potential actions and potential solutions chat you develop during this analysis phase for use in Section 8 -
Goals and Objectives, and Section 9 - the Five-Year Action Plan. 

A. Summary of Resource Protection Needs
Document your statement of needs with data you have collected: responses from surveys and questionnaires, 
public meetings, the environmental inventory, and the inventory of public and private lands of conservation 
and recreation interest ( the inventory matrix will help here). Note gaps in the wildlife corridors, green ways, 
linkages to major resources in adjacent communities, etc. Refer back to Regional Context. Appendix K, Land 
Protection Options may also be helpful. If chis process generates discussion on solutions, keep notes for 
Sections 8 and 9. 

Sample: Results from the questionnaire showed strong agreement for protection of groundwater (93%), lakes and'
streams (90%), wetlands and flood plains (81%), special natural areas (81%), and forest land (74%). 
Most residents were in favor of acquiring, protecting, and preserving open space, and 40% strongly 
agreed that a tax on real estate transactions be used to fund ... 

B. Summary of Community's Needs

Include data on recreation and conservation needs from the Community Setting section, as well as 
information gathered from surveys, questionnaires, public meetings, and Massachusetts Outdoors, the 
Massachusetts Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (SCORP) for supply and demand in your 
area (see Appendix E). Remember to include the needs of special populations, such as people with disabilities 
and the elderly. 

Note that questionnaires, surveys and public meetings may document people's desires for various facilities that 
actually conflict with resource protection needs chat you have uncovered. For example, people may call for 
swimming areas to be opened along a reservoir, while a recent water quality study may have indicated a need to 
exclude bathing in the reservoir. Be candid. It's a fact - you can't please all of the people all of the time. 

You may also discover citizens clamoring for something chat already exists. In chis case, the solution is to 
develop improved public outreach, accessibility or fee structures. 
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Sample:/ Most _residents who �esponde_d hav� liv�d in town for les� than 7 years: The_ overriding reas?n fo� living :::::: 
. . \. ..:::\:::/:/{: here 1s the rural setting combined with air and water quality, affordable housing and commuting distance.:> 
\:\: '>:Ji(J::{:J]Ji: Because Shutesbury is facing some significant capital expenditures, residents were asked to prioritize a :{ 
:;::::>)J):{j/fj:j/\f list of 9 such items. An addition to the elementary school and a new fire truck . . . 

\t 
??'..::/(/J:[\!\]]}auestions concerning zoning issues produced strong agreement toward maintaining the rural character 
;::::: :::=:///)/]{f of the towns (75%), preserving open space (75%), controlling the rate of growth to allow town facilities ·.·.·
· .i,..:{):/:::{:i}J[{ and services to keep pace with development (69%), and restricting . . . lli!!l
\ :::/I/f{i{i@i The Senior Citizens group expressed a need for more places to sit in town, for example a picnic table 1\

· •·:::::·:::')::)){f}(behind the Community Center or a park bench on the Town Common. Interest ... if 
: .\:: :: 

:•·· . 
:;:;/:;:,:,,. . . . . ... · ... ·.:•·•···•·•:•· ..... ·.;.; ... ;.·.·.·.· . ·.· ·•: . . ·.·.· ·.· ·.·.·.·•:•·········•:•···•:•:•·········•:•:•:•···· .............. ·.•.·.·.·.· ... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:•· ... ·.·.· .. ,:,:,:,:,:.:,:.:•:•·•:•·•·-:-:,:.·.· . ·•:• . ·.·.· ·.•.•.;.:,: ....... ·.:-:-:•:•:-:•· ·.·.·. . .· ···•:•· ...... . ·•:•:•······· ... ·.•.·.· ..... ., .... ., ..... ·.:•:•·•:•:•:•:•·•:•:•:-·•·•:•·····•···•:•·•:•···'::::: 

C. Mana�ement Needs, Potential Chan�e of Use
Mention specific management needs, such as staffing or conflicts of use. Are local boards (such as 
recreation, school, DPW and conservation commission) communicating? Are certain areas threatened by 
abutting development? Also include special opportunities, e.g., a quarry with rock climbing potential, a 
soon,to,be,closed landfill with scenic and winter sports potentials, or other atypical resources. See 
Appendix N for guidance on developing management plans for specific conservation areas, and volume 2 of 
the 1988 SCORP for recreation areas. 

As indicated by the survey, Lake Wyola is used iritE
i

nsively arid was the most-complained-abouHacility .. 
in town. Complaints generally refer to overcrowding, motorboat use, lack of upkeep, and water quality. ff:

· The problems are as follows: •::::: 

Problem 1: Vandalism. Picnic tables have been destroyed, broken glass, used charcoal ... 
· ·.· ·-:-·-·.·-·.·.· ·.· . .  ·.·.·.·.·.:-·-•,·-·. 

Section 8 .. Goals and Objectives 

In this section, the statement of general goals from Section 6 and the data analyses from Section 7 are 
synthesized to create a comprehensive set of goals and objectives. 

Begin by describing how you arrived at these goals and objectives. If your community has an Open Space 
Plan from previous years, look at the objectives that were included then, and determine whether they merit 
being included now. That is, have needs changed so that those objectives do not make sense any longer, or 
are they still good objectives that need continued attention? 

Be careful not to make a long list of planned actions here. Keep in mind the conceptual hierarchy: 
differentiate between goals (general concepts), objectives (concrete ideas for accomplishing goals}, and 
actions (specific activities that achieve the objectives). Appendix K, Land Protection Options, may help 
generate ideas; Appendix M outlines grant programs and Appendix B, land trusts; and Appendix O gives 
examples of goals and objectives. 

Please note that the categories developed as sections of the report are not necessarily the best outline for 
organizing and presenting your objectives. Go back to the community goals and organize your objectives 
into categories that fit appropriately. During the planning process; your goals and objectives may be altered 
several times due to what you discover about your needs. The planning process is always cyclical. 

Sample: As stated in Section 6, the overarching goal of this plan is to ensure the protection and preservation of 
the various resources that create the high quality living and working environment that Rowley residents 
value. The list of goals and objectives here was developed on the basis of the responses to the citizen 

· preference survey and broad public input received during many meetings of the planning committee.
From the outset, certain key issues were seen as critical. These included water supply protection and
the preservation of farms and wetlands. Later, other issues were introduced and refined. The following 
list of goals and objectives represents a distillation of the many issues and ideas discussed throughout 
the planning process. 
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Section 9 , Five, Year Action Plan 

In this section, you establish a year,by,year timetable for specific actions to accomplish some of the 
objectives listed in the previous chapter. This process helps to establish priorities, which provides additional 
ammunition for public meetings, when you may be trying to justify a Prop 2 1/2 override to acquire land, to 
get approval for zoning changes, etc. 

A map (Required Map 5) showing the desired results of your action plan should be included in this section. 
This can be a completely new map, or it can be made by using a copy of the Protected Open Space map 
(map 4) with an overlay of clear acetate or mylar which highlights the areas needing additional protection, 
maintenance, etc. Please note that it may not be prudent to single out specific parcels for acquisition, but 
rather to highlight the general area. An example may be to shade the area along a river or trail corridor (a 
general buffer zone) rather than to identify specific landowners. 

Again, avoid a long list of actions presented in a random order. With thoughtful organization, you can be 
sure that all important goals and objectives are being addressed and listed by relative priority. Probably the 
most effective organization is by goals and objectives, rather than by month. This way you can see whether 
you are giving preference to certain objectives at the expense of others. Appendix P illustrates one way to 
do this. 

There needs to be some flexibility assumed with the timetable. For example, a property may be put on the 
market earlier than anticipated. The Action Plan should allow early action if opportunities arise out of 
sequence. 

Each year, the community (perhaps your newly,formed Open Space Plan Advisory Committee) should 
evaluate implementation of previous year and revise the Action Plan accordingly. This will make the formal 
5,year Update an easier task. The Update process is explained in Appendix Q. 

Section 10 - Public Comments 

First, distribute your draft Open Space and Recreation Plan to the Planning Board, chief elected official, and 
your regional planning agency (See Appendix E). Letters of review from these groups and individuals must 
be included in the plan submitted to DCS. Letters of review from boards of health, appeals and recreation 
and the conservation commission are desirable. If any of these groups recommends changes, consider 
revising your draft, and respond respectfully. 

Then, submit your draft and the letters of review to DCS. They may require changes, so don't have multiple 
copies printed until DCS issues a letter of approval. 

Provide your local library with two copies for general reference. 

Section 11 , References 

Cite all the reference documents you used and experts you contacted in preparing your community's open 
Space and Recreation Plan. 

Regarding the format of your Open Space Plan: 

All copies must be bound, legible, and include a table of contents. The cover and title page must be dated. 
An 8 1/2" x 11" or 11" x 17" version of each of the 5 required maps must be included. 
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Appendix A: 

Sources of Technical and Planning Assistance 

Association for the Preservation of Cape Cod, Inc. P.O. Box 636 Orleans, MA 02653. (508) 255-4142. 
Conducts valuable research on the Cape Cod environment; available to communities in the form of studies and reports. 

Berkshire Natural Resources Council 20 Bank Row, Pittsfield, MA 01201. (413) 499-0596. 
Advocacy for environmental concerns of the Berkshires. 

Center for Rural Massachusetts, Hills North, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003 ( 413) 545-0153 
Will provide sources of information over the phone as well as meet with towns. In some cases, will adopt communities on a limited 
basis to serve as planning models. 

Cooperative Extension Service, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, 01003. (413) 545-0027. 

The Environmental Lobby of Massachusetts, 3 Joy Street, Boston MA 02108. (617) 742-2553. 
Offers interpretation of and information on Massachusetts land use laws. 

Essex County Greenbelt Association 82 Eastern Avenue, Essex, MA 02129. (617) 768-7406. 
The association has mapped all existing green spaces in Essex County and makes this information available to any municipality. 
They also advise municipalities on the management of municipally-owned conservation lands. 

Executive Office of Administration and Finance, Division of Capital Planning and Operations, 1 Ashburton Place, 
Boston MA 02108. Office of Redevelopment (617) 727-3957. 
Provides information about all state-owned land located in a municipality upon request. 

Executive Office of Communities & Development, Strategic Planning Program, 100 Cambridge Street, Room 1803, 
Boston, MA 02202. (617) 727-3197. 
Strategic Planning Grants Program targets land use and development planning needs in communities to prepare them to anticipate 
and guide growth and change. Encourages cities and towns to seek solutions to growth management issues, such as economic 
development, natural resource protection, affordable housing and land use planning. Does not fund Open Space Plans. 

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs (EOEA): 
EOEA: Office of Technical Assistance for Toxics Use Reduction, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202. (617) 
727-3260. A non-regulatory state office that assists industry in reducing use of toxic substances.

EOEA: SCORP Planning Office, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202. (617) 727-9800. Provides information to 
communities preparing Open Space Plans on protected conservation and recreation land from the SCORP (Statewide 
Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan) inventory. 

EOEA: Division of Conservation Services, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202. (617) 727-1552. 
Contact OCS for assistance on open space planning and conservation restrictions. To apply for grants from OCS, yourOpen Space 
Plan must be approved by this office. 
Conservation District Offices - The Conservation District offices in Massachusetts provide technical a,;sistance to communities 
wishing to create open space plans. Office addresse..,; can be obtained by calling (617) 727-1552 

EOEA: Coastal Zone Management, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202. (617) 727-9530. 
Provides technical assistance to coa,;tal communities. 
Harhor Planning Program - Technical assistance for establishing mechanisms to protect harbor areas. 

EOEA: Department of Environmental Management, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202. (617) 727-3160. 
Corridor Planning Program (including Scenic Rivers Program.) - Works with local and regional watershed a,;sociations and 
concerned citizens to identify and develop greenway protection plans for resource corridors throughout the state. 
Bay Circuit Program - Works with the cities and towns named in Bay Circuit legislation to identify and protect conservation and 
recreation corridors. Emphasis is on open space planning and non-acquisition protection of land. 
G.O.A.L.S. Program, Guidelines for Operations and Land Stewardship - Provides information about the management of natural 
resource areas. 
A.C.E.C. Program, Areas of Critical Environmental Concern - Provides information about the ACEC Program, including
definition of critical areas, nomination process and effect of designation.
Connecticut Valley Action Program - Works with local officials and citizens to protect land in the Connecticut River Valley.
Assistance in land negotiation, wetland and watershed protection, open space planning and river recreation.
Land Protection Program - Provides technical assistance on the preservation of significant natural, cultural and historic resources.
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EOEA: Department of Environmental Protection, 1 Winter Street, Boston. (617) 292- 5526. 
Nonpoint Source Pollution Control Program (508) 366-9181 - Provides basic, general education about nonpoint source pollution and 
best management practices to interest groups, local officials, and interested citizens. Also provides specific technical assistance to

municipalities to help them implement bylaws, ordinances, and regulations to control activities causing nonpoint source pollution. 
Underground Storage Tank Program ( 617} 292-5886 - Acts as a clearinghouse of UST information for government officials and the 
public. Will provide copies of studies, leak detection information, or bylaws and will meet with local officials to discuss strategies. 
Network of Home Composters Program ( 617) 292-5834 - Provides technical assistance to enable volunteers to promote and 
demonstrate home composting. 
Community Technical Assistance Program ( 617) 292-5931 - Provides technical assistance to municipalities, regional organizations and 
protection committees, and boards of health regarding water supply protection. 
Municipal Capacity Building Program and Aquifer Land Acquisition Program ( 617} 556-1166 - A technical assistance team is being 
established to work with municipalities to identify water resources in need of protection. Emphasis will be on strengthening local 
protection and the adoption of local controls. Technical assistance will be supplemented with grants from the ALA Program. 
Technical Assistance and Education (617) 292-5695 - Conducts technical and regulatory workshops for municipal officials regarding 
the Wetlands Protection Act regulations. 
Wetlands Conservancy Program (617) 292-5908 - Provides explanation of the Wetlands Conservancy Program, the wetlands 
registration process, and its application to landowners, local officials, and other interested parties. 

EOEA: Department of Fisheries, Wildlife, and Environmental Law Enforcement, 100 Cambridge St., Boston, MA 
02202. 
Riverway Program - Program staff work with existing watershed associations on strategies for acquiring land in river watersheds, by 
both fee- simple and other means such as conservation easements. 
Adopt-a-Stream Program - The Adopt-a-Stream Program lends technical assistance to organizations at all levels of sophistication who 
would like to help protect a river by protecting one of its watershed/tributary areas. 
Fisheries, Wildlife, and Habitat Information and Education - (617) 727-7270 - Provides information on all aspects of fisheries, wildlife 
and habitat management. 
Natural Heritage Program (617) 727-9194 - Maintains a data base, in cooperation with the Nature Conservancy, on rare species 
habitats in Massachusetts. At a municipality's request, the program provides a topographical map of that locale showing critical and 
significant habitats of rare species of plants and animals. 

EOEA: Department of Food and Agriculture, Bureau of Land Use, Old Common Rd., Safford House, Lancaster 01523. 
(508) 792-7711.
Municipal Farmland Identification Program - Program staff are now mapping all Massachusetts farmlands according to their tax status,
including such information as whether they are in production full-rime and whether they are owned or rented. Communities can use
this information to judge the vulnerability and desirability of farmlands for development or conservation.

Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissions Inc., 10 Juniper Road, Belmont, MA 02178. (617) 489-3930. 
Offers a hot line service directing callers to the appropriate member of their board of directors. They hold planning-related workshops 
in the fall and offer the services of their board members at typical consultant's rates (around$ 100/hr.). They print and mail a newsletter. 

Massachusetts Historical Commission, 80 Boylston Street, Boston, MA 02116. (617) 727-8470. 
Provides information on historic and archeological resources. 

Massachusetts Highway Department, Bureau of Transportation Planning and Development, 10 Park Plaza, Room 
4150, Boston, MA 02116. (617) 973-8003. Provides information on designation of scenic roadways 

The Nature Conservancy, Eastern Regional Office, 294 Washington St., Rm. 851, Boston 02108. (617) 542-1908. 
The Nature Conservancy will identify habitats, unique natural features, and rare resources, and will advise and assist in their protection. 

The Trust for Public Land, 67 Batterymarch Street, Boston, MA 02110. (617) 737-0261. 
Lends technical assL'-tance to communities to convert neglected lands into community open spaces. Also helps set up local land trusts. 

The Trustees of Reservations, 552 Essex Street, Beverly 01915 (508) 921-1944. 
The Trnstees advise communities and other land trusts on assessing conservation requiremenrs and devising strategies to meet them. 

United States Department of Agriculture, Soil Conservation Service, 451 West St., Amherst, MA 01002. (413) 253-

4351. Provides technical information pertaining to soil, water, and related resources. Call for number of appropriate field office. 

United States Department of the Interior, National Park Service, 15 State Street, Boston, MA 02109. (617) 223-5131 
River and Trail Conservarion Assistance Program - Provides assistance in corridor planning for rivers and trails. 

Urban Park and Recreation Recovery Program, See Appendix R. 
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Appendix B: 

Land Trusts 
For information about each of these land rn1srs, contact rhe Land Tn,sr Alliance. 

Acton Conservation Trust; 13 Birch Ridge Road, Acron, MA 01720; 
Andover Village Improvement Society; POBox 90, Andover, MA 01810; (508) 475-1209 
Attleboro Land Trust; POBox 453, Attleboro, MA 02703; (508) 222-6164 
Barnstable Conservation Foundation; Box 224, Coruir, MA 02635; (508) 428-4585 
Berkshire County Land Trust and Conservation Fund; 20 Bank Row, Pittsfield, MA 01210; (413) 499-0596 
Blackstone River Watershed Association; 18 Orne Street, Worcester, MA 01605; (508) 727-6278 
Bolton Conservation Trust; 66 Randall Road, Bolton, MA 01740; (508) 779-5345 
Boston Natural Areas Fund; 25 West Stare, Boston, MA 02111; (617) 542-7696 
Boston Urban Gardeners; 33 Harrison Avenue, Boston, MA 02111; (617) 423-7497 
Bourne Conservation Trust; Box 203, Caraumer, MA 02543; (508) 563-2800 
Brewster Conservation Trust; POBox 268, Brewster, MA 02631; (508) 896-5691 
Broad Brook Coalition; PO&--ix 687, Northampton, MA 01601; (413) 586-4364 
Brookline Conservation Land Trust; 10 High Street, Bo:5ron MA 02110; (617) 423-7157 
Carlisle Conservation Foundation and Land Trust; 61 Judy Farm Road, Carlisle, MA 01741; (508) 369-3798 
Central Roxbury Community Land Trust; 81 Mount Pleasant Avenue, Roxbury, MA 02119 
Charles River Watershed Association; 2391 Commonwealth Avenue, Auburndale, MA 02166; (617) 527-2799 
Chatham Conservation Foundation: 104 Crowell Road, Chatham, MA 02633; (508) 945-4084 
Chelmsford Land Conservation Trust; 22 Bentley Lane, Chelmsford, MA (508) 256-7301 
Citizens for the Protection of Waquoit Bay; POBox 578, East Falmouth, MA 02536; (508) 548-1087 
Cohasset Conservation Trust: POBox 314, Cohasset, MA 02025; (617) 383-0586 
Community Land Trust in the Southern Berkshires; POBox 276,195 MainStreer,Grear Barrington, MA 01230; (413) 528-1737 
Compact of Cape Cod Conservation Trusts, Inc.; 3179 Main Street, Barnstable, MA 02630; (508) 362-9131 

Concord Land Conservation Trust; POBox 141, Concord MA 01742; (508) 369-4096 
Connecticut River Watershed Council; 125 Combs Road, Easthampton, MA 01027; (413) 584-0057 
Dartmouth Natural Resources Trust; Box P-17, South Dartmouth, MA 02748; (508) 991-2289 
Deerfield Land Trust; POBox 368, Deerfield, MA 01342; (413) 628-4696 
Dennis Conservation Trust; Box 67, East Dennis, MA 02641; (508) 385-5990 
Dover Land Conservation Trust; 133 Claybrook Road, Dover, MA 02030 
Dudley Land Trust; Man;h Road, Dudley, MA 01570; (508) 829-6628 
Duxbury Rural and Historical Society; Box 2865, Duxbury, MA 02331; (617) 934-6655 
Eastham Conservation Foundation; POBox 189, Eastham, MA 02642; (508) 255-5716 
Egremont Environmental Action and Land Trust; POBox 631, South Egremont, MA 01258; (413) 528-1638 
Essex County Greenbelt Association; 82 E.,srern Avenue, Essex, MA 01929; (508) 768-7241 
Franklin Land Trust; POBox 216, Ashfield, MA 01330; (413) 628-4696 
Friends of Rattlesnake Gutter Trust; Rattlesnake Gutter Road, Leverett, MA 01054; (413) 548-9082 
Grafton Forest and Land Conservation Trust; 4 Stratton Road, Grafton, MA 01519; (508) 839-5662 
Great Barrington Land Conservancy; c/o Nominigan Farm, Monument Valley Road, Great Barrington, MA 01230; (413) 528-4463 
Greater Worcester Land Trust; POBox 1328, Worcester, MA 01601; (508) 755-8899 
Groton Conservation Trust; POBox 395, Groton, MA 01450; (508) 448-3131 
Hamilton-Wenham Open Land Trust; 74 Bl11eherry une, South Hamilton, MA 01982; (508) 468-2387 
Harvard Conservation Trust; POBox 31, Harvard, MA 01451; (508) 456-3695 
Harwich Conservation Trust: POBox 205, Harwich, MA 02646; (508) 394-1377 
Hilltown Land Trust; POBox 259, Chesterfield, MA 01012; (413) 296-4040 
Hingham Land Conservation Trust; 84 Stare Street, Boston, MA 02109; (617) 742-9310 
Historic Deerfield; Box 321, Deerfield, MA 01342; (413) 774-5581 
Isle Au Haut Land Conservation Trust; POBox 1422, Bo.�ton, MA 02104; 
Kestral Trust; POBox 1016, Amherst, MA 01004; (413) 548-9278 
Land Preservation Society of Norton; POBox 204, Norton, MA 02766; (508) 285-3534 
Laurel Hill Association; Stockbridge, MA 01262; (413) 298-3644 
Li�hthouse Preservation Society; POBox 736, Rockport, MA 01966; (508) 281-6B6 
Lincoln Land Conservation Trust, Lincoln Road, Lincoln, MA 01773; (617) 259-0199 
Littleton Conservation Trust; 67 Fosrer Street, Littleton, MA 01460; (508) 486-4497 
Madaket Conservation Land Trust; 40 Srarh11ck Road, Nantucket, MA 02554; (508) 228-2633 
Manchester Conservation Trust; POBox 1486, Manchester, MA 01944; (508) 526-7692 
Mary Barton Land Conservation Trust; Box 790, Coruir, MA 02635; (508) 428-2534 
Mashpee Land Conservation Trust; POBox 560, Mashpee, MA 02649; (508) 477-6500 
Massachusetts Audubon Society; 5 So11th Grear Road, Lincoln, MA 01773 (617) 259-9500 
Massachusetts Forestry Association; POBox 202, Princeton, MA 01364; (508) 464-5821 
Mattapoisett Land Trust; POBox 31, MarrapoL�err, MA 02719; (508) 758-9792 
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Mendon Land Trust; 59 North Avenue, POBox 18, Mendon, MA 01756; (508) 473-4884 
Merrimack River Watershed Council; 694 M.1in Srreer, West Newhury, MA 01985; (508) 363-5777 
Meracomet Land Trust: POBox 231, Franklin, MA 02038: (508) 883-4631 
Milton Land Conservation Trust; 1268 Canton Avenue, Milton, MA 02178; (617) 333-0178 
Monterey Preservation Land Trust; POBox 195, Monterey, MA 02124; (413) 528-9124 
Mount Grace Land Conservation Trust; 5 Chesrnur Hill. Warwick, MA 01364: (508) 544-2181 
Nantucket Conservation Foundation; Box 13, Nanrucker, MA 02554; (508) 228-2884 
Nantucket Land Council; POBox 502, Nantucket, MA 02554; (508) 228-2818 
Nashua River Watershed Association; 348 Lunenhurg Srreer, Firchhurg, MA 01420; (508) 142-3506 
Natural Resources Trust of Easton; POBox 187, South Easton, MA 02375: (508) 238-6049 
Natural Resources Trust of Mansfield; 157 South Main Srreer, Man..,field, MA 02048; (508) 3 W-3628 
New England Forestry Foundation; 85f Newbury Srreer, Boston, MA 02116; (617) 43 7-1441 
New England Wildflower Society; Hemenway Road, Framingham, MA 01701; (508) 877-7630 
New Marlborough Land Preservation Trust; POBox 189, Southfield, MA 01259; (413) 229-3539 
Newton Conservators; POBox 11, Newton Center, MA 02159; (617) 244-6495 
Nissitissit River Land Trust; POBox 589, Pepperell, MA 01463; (508) 433-5711 
Open Land Fund; POBox 6, Nanrucker, MA 02554 
Orenda Wildlife Trust; POBox 669, ICC() Main Srreer, Wesr Barn,;rable, MA 02668; (508) 362-4798 
Orleans Conservation Trust; Box 886, East Orleans, MA 02643; (508) 255-2658 
Pascommuck Conservation Trust; POBox 806, Easthampton, MA 01027; (508) 527-2211 
Plymouth County Wildlands Trust; 898 Stare Road, Plymouth, MA 02360; (617) 523-5520 
Princeton Land Trust; POBox 271, Princeton, MA 01541; (508) 464-5206 
Provincetown Conservation Trust; POBox 307, Provincetown, MA 02657; (508) 487-2016 
Rattlesnake Gutter Trust; POBox 195, Leverett, MA 01054; (413) 548-9082 
Reading Open Land Trust; 341 Franklin Srreer, Reading, MA 01867; (617) 944-3238 
Rchohoth Land Trust; 117 Carpenter Srreer, Rehoboth, MA 02769; (508) 252-6337 
Richmond Land Trust; POBox 21, Richmond, MA 01254: (413) 698-2687 
Rogers Farm Trust; 235 Newbry Srreer, Danvers, MA 01923; (508) 777-7000 
Rural Land Foundation of Lincoln; Box 87, Lincoln Center, MA 01773; (617) 951-8000 
Salem Land Conservation Trust; 2 River Srreer, Salem, MA 01970; (508) 744-4561 
Salt Pond Areas Bird Sanctuaries; 881 Palmer Avenue, Falmouth, MA 02540; (508) 548-0711 
Sandwich Conservation Trust; Box 531, East Sandwich, MA 02537; (508) 888-3462 
Scituate Land Conservation Trust; 96 Lawson Road, Scituate, MA 02066; (617) 545-3887 
Seekonk Land Conservation Trust; POBox 383, Seekonk, MA 02771; (508) 336-7428 
Sharon Land Trust; 34 High Street, Sharon, MA 02067; (617) 784-8373 
Sheffield Land Trust: POBox 940, Sheffield, MA 02157 
Sheriff's Meadow Foundation; RFD Box 501, Vineyard H�wen, MA 02568; (508) 693-9675 
Sippican Lands Trust; 589 Mill Sneer, Marion, MA 02738; (508) 748-2809 
Southhoro Open Land Foundation; 32 Jericho Hill Road, Sourhboro, MA 01773; (508) 485-0614 
South End Lower Roxbury Open Space Land Trust; POBox 180923, Boston, MA 02118; (617) 749-8331 
Squam Lakes Conservation Society; 7 Freeman Place, Duxhury, MA 02330; (617) 934-6876 
Stockbridge Land Trust; POBox 1063, Srockhridge, MA 01262; (413) 298-5511 
Sudhury Valley Trustees; POBox 7, Wayland, MA 01778; (508) 443-6000 
Swallow Rise Land Trust; Star Route, Box 44, Wendell, MA 01379; (508) 544-2623 
Swansea Land Trust; 24 Locust Srreer, Swansea, MA 02777. 
The 300 Committee; POBox 546, Falmouth, MA 02540; (508) 548-6005 
The 'Sconset Trust; 15 McKinley Avenue, Siasconser, MA 02564; (508) 257-1610 
The Trustees of Reservations: 572 E.<,sex Srreer, Beverly, MA 01915; (508) 921-1944 
Thoreau Country Conservation Alliance; 100 Barrett's Mill Road, Concord, MA 01742. 
Truro Conservation Trust; Box 327, North Truro, MA 02652: (508) 487-0167 
Valley Land Fund: POBox 522, Hadley, MA 01015; (413) 247-5831 
Vineyard Conservation Society; POBox 2189, Vineyard Haven. MA 02568: (508) 693-9588 
Vineyard Open Land Foundation; RFD 319X, Vineyard H;iven, MA 02568; (508) 693-3280 
Wellesley Conservation Council; POBox 129-81, Wellesley Hills, MA 02181; (617) 215-2611 
Wellfleet Conservation Trust; POBox 84, Wellfleet, MA 02667: (508) 349-6476 
West Stockbridge Mountain Association; POBox 17, Wcsr Srockhndge, MA 01266: ( 413) 444-6080 
Westford Conservation Trust; 10 Chamherlain Road, Westford, MA 01886; (508) 692-3907 
Weston Conservation Trust; POBox 272, Weston, MA 02193; (617) 237-1934 
Weston Forest and Trail Association; 15 farm Road, We.'-ton, MA OZ 193; (617) 893-1390 
Westport Land Conservation Trust; POBox 0262, Westport Point, MA 02791; (508) 616-8963 
Wethersfield Park Trust; 160SylvanSrreer, Danvers, MA 01923; (508) 777-7000 
White Oak Land Conservation Society; POBox 346, HnlJcn, MA 01520: (508) 829-4894 
Williamstown Rural Lands Foundation; POBox 221, Willi;unsrown, MA 01267; (411) 458-8424 
Yarmouth Conservation Trust; PORox 176, Yarmouth Port, MA 02675. 
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Appendix C: 

Regional Planning Agencies 

The regional planning agencies offer a variety of services. Call your regional planning office to find out what kinds of 
services they provide. County planning offices, too numerous to list here, also assist municipalities within their 
jurisdiction. 

Berkshire County Regional Planning Commission 10 Fenn Street, Pittsfield, MA 01201; (617) 442-1521 

Cape Cod Commission 3225 Main Street, Barnstable, MA 02630; (508) 362-3828 

Central Massachusetts Regional Planning District Commission 340 Main Street, Room 747, Worcester, MA 01608; 
(508) 756-7717

Franklin County Planning Commission 425 Main Street, Greenfield, MA 01301; (413) 774-3167 

Martha's Vineyard Commission Box 1447, Oak Bluffs, MA 02557; (508) 693-3453 

Merrimack Valley Planning Commission 350 Main Street, Haverhill, MA 01830; (508) 374-0519 

The Metropolitan Area Planning Council 60 Temple Place, Boston, MA 02111; (617) 451-2770 

Montachusett Regional Planning Commission R1427 Water Street, Fitchburg, MA 01420; (508) 345-7376 

Nantucket Planning and Economic Development Commission Town and Country Building Broad Street, Nantucket, 
MA 02554; (508) 228-7237. 

Northern Middlesex Council of Governments 35 Market Street, Lowell, MA 01852; (508) 454-8021 

Old Colony Planning Council 70 School Street, Brockton, MA 02401; (617) 583-1833 

Pioneer Valley Planning Commission 26 Central Street, West Sprinb,field, MA 01089; (413) 781-6045 

Southeastern Regional Planning and Economic Development District 88 Broadway Taunton, MA 02780; 
(508) 824-1367
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Appendix D: 

Sources of Interns 

Atlantic Center for the Environment 39 Sourh Main Street, Ipswich, MA 01938-2321; (617) 356-0038. 

Conway School of Landscape Design, Delabarre Avenue, Conway, MA 01341; (413) 369-4044. 

Environmental Intern Program Northeast 68 Harrison Avenue, Bosron, MA 02116; (617) 426-4783 Contact: Deputy 
Regional Director. 

Harvard Graduate School of Design Department of Landscape Architecnire, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 
02138; (617) 495-4731. 

John F. Kennedy School of Government Harvard University, 79 JFK Street, Cambridge, MA 02138; (617) 495-1335. 

Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissions, Inc. Lincoln Filene Center, Tufts University, Medford, 
MA 02155; (617) 381-3457. 

Massachusetts Institute of Technology School of Architecrure and Planning, 77 Massachuserrs Ave, Cambridge, MA 
02139; (617) 253-2022. 

Radcliffe Seminars Landscape Design Program, 6 Ash Street, Cambridge, MA 02138; (617) 495-8600. 

Tufts University Department of Urban and Environmental Policy, Medford, MA 02155; (617) 381-3395; Internship 
Office ( 61 7) 3 81- 3 3 9 5. 

University of Massachusetts Department of Landscape Architecrure and Regional Planning, Amherst Campus 
Amherst, MA 01002; (413) 545-2255. 

University of Massachusetts/Boston Harbor Campus and Downtown Center, Bosron, MA 02125; (617) 929-8255 
Environmenral Science; (617) 929-8550 Geography/Earth Science. 

There are many other instirutions which may be able to provide interns. Call your local community college and explore 
the possibilities with the career development office. 
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Appendix E: 

Bibliography of Useful Resource Materials 

Archey, Warren, Massachusetts Nan,ral Resource Agency Directory, Massachusetts: Cooperative Extension Service, 
University of Massachuserrs 1991. 

Arnold, Thomas, A Guide to River Protection in Massachusetts. Massachusetts: Department of Environmental 
Management, New England Rivers Center, 1983. 

Caputo, Darryl F. Open Space Pays: The Socioeconomics of Open Space Preservation. Massachusetts Association of 
Conservation Commissions. 

Citizen Information Service, Citizen's Guide to Stare Services Office of the Massachusetts Secretary of State, 1981. 

Cohen, Russell A. Directory of Massachusetts Land Conservation Trnsrs. Massachusetts Audubon Society, Lincoln, 
MA, 1981. 

Community Action for Outdoor Recreation and Conservation, National Board of YWCA in cooperation with The 
American Conservation Association. 

Cooperative Extension Service, United Stares Department of Agriculnire and County Extension Services. 
Massachusetts Nan,ral Resources Agencies. Massachusetts: University of Massachusetts, 1984. 

Current Issues in Forestry, Cooperative Extension, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA 01003 

Doherty, J.C. Growth Management in Countryfied Cities. Virginia: Vert Milon Press, 1985. 

The Executive Office of Communities & Development, Tools for Change. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1992. 

The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Department of Environmental Management, The Outdoor Heritage of 
Massachusetts. (SCORP) The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1983. 

The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Department of Environmental Management, Massachusetts Outdoors . 
(SCORP) The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1988. 

The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Department of Environmental Management, The Massachusetts 
Landscape Inventory: A Survey of the Commonwealth's Scenic Areas The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1982. 

The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Division of Conservation Services, The Massachusetts Conservation 
Restriction Handhook. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1992. 

The Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, MassGIS, MassGIS Dara Layer Descriptions and Guide to User 
Services. The Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 1991. 

Federal Emergency Management Agency, National Flood Insurance Program - Community Raring System Coordinator's 
Manual 

Fowler, Ann et al, The Community Guide to Open Space and Recreation Planning. Commonwealth of Massachusetts, 
1985. 

Gann, John, Alternatives for Planning in Small Communities. New York: Cornell University, 1970. 

Fuhriman, Jerry W. & Edward S. Crozier. Planning for Wildlife and Man. United Stares Department of the Interior, Fish 
and Wildlife Service. 

Harris, Larry L. & Hepner, George F. Open Space and Land Development. Science for Citizens Center of Southwestern 
Michigan, Western Michigan University, 1983. 

Herr, Philip B. & Associates. Community Planning Guides Commonwealth of Massachuserrs; Executive Office of 
Communities and Development, Division of Community Services, 1985. 

Hester, Randolph T. Jr. Planning Neighhorhood Space with People. New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold Company 
second ed. 
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Kears, David. Naniral Resource M,macemenr Guide for Massachusetts. Farmer's Home Admm,srrarion, USDA, 
Amherst MA. 
Keiner, Suellen, The Conrrihurion of Ourdoor Recrearjon to Sratc Economic Development, Council of Srare Planning 
Agencies, Suire 285,400 North Capital Srreer, Washingron, DC 20001. 1985 $6.00. 

Kline, Elizaberh, Protecting Open Space: A Guide to Selected Protection Techniques, New Hampshire: Society for rhc 
Protection of New Hampshire Forests. 

Lacy, Jeffery. Manual of Buildout Analysis, Cenrer For Rural Massachuserrs, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, Fall 
1990. 60 pgs $9.50 

League of American Wheelmen, various "How-To" publications( ... get bicycle access ro bridges; ... ger federal and 
local funds for bicycle projects; ere.) 6707 Whitestone Road, Baltimore, MD 21207. 

Lemire, Robert A .. Creative Land Development: Bridge to the Furnre. Bosron:Houghron-Mifflin, 1979 

Levin, Paula, and Foote-Smith, Christy. Open Space Planning Directory. Massachuserrs: Massachusetts Association of 
Conservation Commissions, Tufrs University, 1985. 

Lincoln Institute of Land Policy. A Lmd Conservation Strategy for the New England Region. Monograph #86-9. 1986. 

Lirrle, Charles E. Challenge of the Land. An Open Sps1ce Action lnstintte Report for Municipal Officials and Civic 
leaders. 

Manasewich, Harry E. , Fading Choices Rising Issues: An Action Plan for the Conservation of Narnral Resources in 
Massachusetts. Srate Commission for rhe Conservario of Soil, Warer and Related Resources. Ocrober 1988 

Marcou, O'Leary and Associates wirh Kevin Lynch. Open Space for Human Needs. 

Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissions, Inc. The Massachusetts Green Pnes: A Comprehensive 

Directory of Environmental Services and Products for Massachusetts. Medford, Massachuserrs: Tufts University, 1985. 

Massachusetts Association of Consulting Planners, 1986-87 Planning C,qnsulrnnr Directory, Bosron, MA 1986. 

Massachusetts Historical Commission, Public Planning and Environmental Review: Archeology and Historic 
Preservation. 

Metropolitan Area Planning Council: Guidelines to Assist Municipalities in Preparing Conservation and Recreation 
furu. June, 1977. 

National Park Service, Economic Impacts of Parks and Recreation Resource Book, NPS Western Regional Office, 
(415) 556-6481.

National Park Service, Economic Impacr Profile, NPS Wesrern Regional Office, (415) 556-6481. 

McNulry, Robert H., The Economics of Amenity: Community Futures and Quality of Life, Parrners for Livable Places, 
1429 21st Street, NW, Washington DC, 20036. 1985. $12.95 + 2.50 shipping and handling. 

National Park Service, Technics1l Assistance for River Conservation. From(" A Citizen's Guide ro River Conservation" 
The Conservation Foundation, 1984) Land Tmsrs Exchange, Summer, 1985. 

Peskin, Sarah, Guiding Growth and Change: A Handhook for the Masss1chusetts Citizen. Seprember 1987. 

Walsh, Richard G. Recre.ttion Economic Decisions: Comparing Benefits and Costs. Vennire Publishing Inc. 1640 
Oxford Circle, Srare College, PA 16803. 1986. $27.95 + 1.50 shipping and handling. 

Wilder, Robert L. PhD. Parks and Recreation - An Economic Justification, Narional Recreation and P.1rk Association, 
3101 Park Cenrer Drive, Alexandria, VA 22302. 1981. $5.00. 

Yara, Robert, Randall Arendr, Harry Dodson and Elizabeth Brabec, Dealinl' wjrh Ch,mce in the Connecrjcur River 
Valley: A Design Manual for Conservs1tion and Development. Mass Department of Environmental Management and 
Cenrer for Rur.11 Massachuserrs, Fall, 1988 184 pgs. To order write: PuhUsher's Business Service, P.O. Box 447, 
BrookUnc Village, MA 02147 or call: U-800) 848-7236. 
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Appendix F: 

Sample Survey 

The Deerfield Open Space Planning Study 

This survey is being conducted in order to understand the needs and concerns of the citizens of Deerfield. 
Furthermore, this type of input is necessary to qualify for state reimbursement programs for acquisition and 
protection of important town resources. 
"Open space" in this survey is defined as . . .  ''public and privately-owned undeveloped lands which are important for
a variety of reasons." These lands can be used for recreation, agriculture, forestry or simply available because of 
their scenic qualities and their contribution to the overall character of the town. Faced with significant growth now 
and in the future, open space planning will help us preserve open space while allowing development to occur that 
maintains the character of the town. 
Please answer all of the applicable questions. If you wish to comment on any questions or qualify your answers, 
please feel free to bring it to our attention or use the space on the back of this survey. Thank you for your help. 

First, we want to ask a few questions about the character of Deerfield. 

1 . Do you consider Deerfield: 

.. . a rural town 

... a suburb of Amherst & Northampton

.. . a suburb of Greenfield 

... a suburb of Springfield 
. . . a bedroom community 
. .. a town in transition 

(Please circle an 
answer for each) 

yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 
yes no 5 - very important 

4 - important 2. r.H'o-w
--,-im_p_o _rt:-a- n--:-t...,.is----:-:it-=t-o _y_o_u---,-to-p-re_s_e_rv_e_: ----

(P-1-ea_s _e--ci -rc-le-th _e _n_u_m_b_e_r -I; : �e:�
t
:�portant 1' 

corresponding to your choice) 1 - not at all important 1 
.. . buildings of historical or architectural interest 5 4 3 2 1 
. .. places of historical value 5 4 3 2 1 
. .. farmlands 5 4 3 2 1 

.. . open spaces to meet our water and conservation needs 5 4 3 2 1 

. . .  open spaces to meet our recreation needs 5 4 3 2 1 

3. To preserve open spaces in town, would you: 

... contribute some land to the town 

... donate money to buy land 
. .. rewrite your deed to limit future use of your land 
... sell land to the town at a "bargain price" 
... sell or contribute a conservation restriction to 

protect your land from future development 
... sell some land to the town at fair market value 
... vote for a town-supported land acquisition 
. .. other (specify) ................................ ....... .... .......... . 

(Please circle an 
answer for each) 

yes no 
yes no
yes no
yes no 

yes no 
yes no 
yes no 

4 What residential growth policy do you 
• favor for the town? 

5 What business and industrial growth 
• policy do you favor for the town? 

_ no growth 
_ growth evenly spread 
_ regulate growth in existing developed 

areas 
_ regulate growth in undeveloped areas 

_ no growth 
_ growth evenly spread 
_ regulate growth in existing developed 

areas
_ regulate growth in undeveloped areas 
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6 Should the town develop a master plan to
• guide growth? 7 What kind of businesses would you like to 

• see in Deerfield? 

(Please check all that apply) 
_ yes - if so, why ......................................... . _ agri-business off ices 

_ no - if not, why .......................................... . 
_ working farms recreation 
_ grocery/food retail stores 

_ no opinion 
home business services 

_ light industry other ..................... . 

8. Which of the following are you in favor of? 

(Please check all that apply) 

_ acquisitions of conservation areas by the town 
_ extending town sewer to promote development 
_ increasing commercial business development 
_ increasing industrial development 
_ regulating housing development 

Next, we would like you to answer some questions about farmland preservation. 

g. Do you !aver
preserving
farmland?

_yes 
no 

_ no opinion 

1 Q What 1QWil actions do you favor to preserve 
• farmland? 

(Please check all that you favor) 

_ combination of public & private action 
_ receipt of conservation restrictions 
_ town purchase of land 
_ zoning for open space conservation 
_ mandatory dedication of farmland by developers 
_ no opinion 

11 . What private actions do you favor to 
preserve farmland? 

12 What state actions do you favor to preserve 
• farmland? 

(Please check all that you favor) 

13. 

14. 

(Please check all that you favor) 

_ purchase of valuable land 
_ limited development 
_ donation and receipt of conservation 

restrictions 

_ outright purchase of land 
_ purchase of development rights 
_ property tax reduction programs for farm, 

fore st and recreation land 

Please answer the following questions about our recreation needs. 

15 - very satisfied 
.---------------------------------:4 - satisfied 

(Please circle the 3 - neutral 
number corresponding 2 - dissatisfied 

How satisfied are you with the places for children 
and youth to play and recreate in town? 

How satisfied are you with the places available in 
town for recreational use by adults? 

5 

5 

to your choice) 1 - very dissatisfied 
�---_;; ____ _., 

4 3 2 1 

4 3 2 1 
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1 5. Please check off the top fjye recreational facilities you feel are needed.

bike trails _ local neighborhood parks 
conservation areas _ outdoor amphitheater 

_ children's play areas _ public access areas to water bodies 
_family picnic areas for boating 
_ fields for soccer, softball, baseball _ recreation center building 

and football _ swimming pool 
_ golf course tennis courts 
_ hiking and skiing trails _ town common improvement 
_ ice skating rink _ other (specify) ............... ............................ . 
_ large park with many facilities ................................................ •··············· •··· 

1 6 Should the town act first to maintain its current recreational facilities, or acquire more 
• conservation land, or should there be equal emphasis on both? 

maintain current recreation areas and facilities 
_ acquire additional conservation land 
_ place equal emphasis on both maintenance and acquisition. 

17 How important is it to you for 
• the town to acquire and 

preserve conservation areas 
for natural areas? 

1 8. What do you like �t about living in Deerfield? 

_ very important 
_ important 

neutral 
1 g. What do you like least about living in Deerfield?

_ less important 
_ not at all important 

In order to help us interpret our results, please answer these final questions 

2 Q How long have you 
• been a resident of 

Deerfield? 

21 What best describes the area of
• town in which you live? 

22 Do you or anyone in
• your household own

_ less than 5 years 
_ 5 - 10 years 

East Deerfield 
Old Deerfield 
South Deerfield 
West Deerfield 

property in town? 
_yes 

no 
_ 10 - 20 years 
_ more than 20 years other ......................................... . 

23. Which of the following best describes your current living situation?

_ single parent - children at home _ family - grown children no longer at home 
_ single young adult - living alone _ family with older children 
_ single young adult - sharing living quarters _ senior couple or family 
_ young adult couple - no children _ senior living alone 
_ young family with young children other .......................................................... . 

Is there anything else you would like to tell us about open space planning in Deerfield, or about town 
government in general, as we plan for the future? If so, please use the back of this sheet for that purpose. 
Thank you very much for your effort. Results will be made available at Town Hall and highlights will be 
shared with local papers. 
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Appendix G: 

Public Participation Process 

1 University of Vermont Extension Service 

MAKING 
GROUP DECISIONS 

'Y A  GUIDE TO SELECTED METHODS Y 

! Research in group· , _ . 
; dynamics indicates that more
; ideas are expressed by
1 individuals working alone---. 
; but in a group environment--
; than by individuals in a formal 
: group discussion. The. 

· 
· nominal group process is � 
structu'red problem-solving or 
idea-generating strategy in · . 

'. which individuals' ideas are 
. gatljered and combin�d. ir:t · a . · -

face-·to-face� non-thr-eatening 
; group'·sib.i"ation: It is:an >, .:,-:.//·,
; effective way of gathering a.
'_ lot of ideas from a group, and-
. it gua�antee� input from all.,;·.�( 
. • 

b
. 

., .-;', ·; .. ,. ··/•.-·;.-..i ""·· ,,._;_;.• . group.mem ers •.. -.. - ,,..,,.-:2�:- _: <::�.
· Another method� brain-· · 

: storming, is a group prob-
. lem-solving technique that 
; involves the spontaneous 
· contribution of ideas from all
•· members of the group. It is a
· popular way for groups to

identify known solutions and
· invent new ones; brainstorm
, ing is used when groups are
: seeking creative solutions.
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Nominal group process 
Nominal group process is used 

in health, social service, and 
education fields, as well as industry 
and government, to maximize par
ticipation in group problem solving. 
It assures a balanced input from all 
participants and takes advantage 
of each person's knowledge and 
experience. In a needs assessment, 
it is useful for generating and 
clarifying ideas, reaching consen
sus, establishing priorities, and 
making decisions on proposed 
alternative actions. It has advan
tages over the usual committee 
approach to identifying ideas: 
group consensus can be reached 
faster and everyone has equal 
opportunity to present ideas. 

How it works 
The goal is to reach a group 

decision on a specific problem or 
issue. The audience is seated 

1 around a table in groups of no 
more than 12. Two people serve as 
group leaders, one working as a fa
cilitator and the other as a re
corder. 

The group facilitator asks par
ticipants to introduce themselves in 
a sentence or two, and then re
views the five-step procedure for 
nominal group process. 

1. Individuals are given writing
paper; they silently write down
their ideas in a few words.

2. Using a round-robin approach,
each group member presents,
but does not discuss, the first
idea on his or her list. The
recorder writes all ideas on a flip
chart or chalk board. The
facilitator then asks each person
for their second idea, and so on,
until all ideas are recorded. All
ideas are recorded as pre
sented.

3. The facilitator reads each idea
and asks if there are questions,
interpretations, or explanations.
It's a good idea at this point to
number the ideas.

4. The facilitator asks each person
to write down, in a few minutes,
the ideas that seem especially
important. Some people may
feel only a few items are impor
tant; others may feel all items
are important. The facilitator
then goes down the list and
records the number of people
who consider each item a
priority.

5. Finally, participants rate each
continued on page 2 

WHEN TO USE NOMINAL GROUP PROCESS 

A community advisory group or task force might consider using a 
nominal group i;>rocess technique under.these 

·circumstances: 
· .• s· ·r · _ l' · · .,. · 'Y , To.determine what community problems are of immediate concern . 

.'�f!',:/'J°sf'de c!de_�� a need����ss��nt ��!�SY!�. deal�g �i!h t�� ·. ,·
. • ., .. ;l id tffi 'd•nr .... 1..1 · -�i':' -..;;_-.;;.· ·' •• a�-.- .. .;. ··•,:!- •' •• . ' ·-�.;!J�•=:°-\ en_ ,e -r!I-� ems."'! .. /�·.1·��:: ... •J :-,.;-p· ... "�'-� ..... :-:.:c=-· ,)r�� .. -�:-;s_�4,,J�·"•.:•�:,;�!..;:,:·-.. �·1 .. "'.••· t\•'" 

.. <. ":._ ::-
1

,, ., . • .. '. ' ••: • • • ,.. .. � , � ... .. • ' • ' • • ... , "·" �°"?, . .... " ·r ·----, , Y: -c. • ., > ·.: '·-.;:",tTo design improved community services� programs· ... , :"-:�'-�•. · .. ·-'
f:ri-�t� ���-ur:iity:!�rurri or_town �eet½g:where b{��� c�� �put is
::r;.::•·�: needed on a proposed plan for land use, transportation, public � ... 
· :r,·. :r�/,..

se
·· rv' ·•··c'·e··.s··.• or school e�·ns·

1on
" ·.,. • . ..; .. .-: ··•' .. : ., ·= •:· � ·· 

"":'°·",>f�•-,., f,• I .. ' -r�• •• •••'">
..,_ 

- �,-. '""t>•F,_.,., _,, • • 
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Nominal Group Process 
continued from page 1

item from no importance (0) to 
top priority (10). A person may 
hdve several top priority items 
(all 10s). or only one top 
priority. The leader then collects 
and calculates the ratings and 
records the cumulative rating 
for each item. 

Starting with the issue receiving 
the highest ranking, you may 
search for solutions to the issue 
using the same method. Action 
steps may then be identified and 
evaluated. 

For Large Groups 

If the group is larger than 12 
people, it should be divided into two 
or more working "sub-groups." 
Each sub-group goes through the 
steps above. When a sub-group 
has voted its outcome, it shares its 
top five ideas with the total group. 
Based on the new level of informa
tion, each person in the group 
privately. and in writing, ranks 
priority items numerically. The 
overall group decision of the top 
five ideas will be based on the 
pooled outcome of all individual 
votes. 

COMMUNITY AND 

RURAL DEVELOPMENT 

®@@� 
Issued in furtherance of Cooperalive 

Exlension work. Acts of May 8 and 
June 30, 1914. in cooperation with the 
Uniled Stales Department of Agricul
lure. Donald L. McLean. Director, UVM 
Exlension Seroice, Burlinglon, VermonL 
University of Vermont Extension Service 
and U.S. Departmenl of Agricullure co

operating, offer educ.alion and employ
ment lo everyone, without regard lo 
race, color, national origin. sex:, religion. 

age. or handic.ap. 
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Pro's and Con's 

Nominal group process for community needs assessment has 
certain advantages and disadvantages: 

Advantages-------------------

T If well organized in advance, a heterogeneous group can move toward 
definite group conclusions. 

T Can be used to expand the data obtained from surveys or existing docu

ments, or can be used to generate a more specific survey. 

T Motivates all participants to get involved because they sense they are per
sonally affected. 

T Generates many ideas in a short period of time; allows for a full range of 
individual thoughts and concerns. 

T Permits input from people of different backgrounds and experiences. 

T Gives all participants an equal opportunity to express opinions and ideas 
in a non-threatening setting. 

T Allows individual generation of ideas without suppression by any dominant 
group member. 

T Stimulates creative thinking and effective dialogue. 

T Allows for clarification of ideas. 

Disadvantages------------------

T Requires a skilled leader. 

T May be extremely difficult to implement with large audiences; group 
facilitators must be trained in advance and participants should be divided 
into groups of 6 to 10 members. 

T Process may appear rigid if group leader does not show flexibility, encour
age agenda building, and show respect for all ideas and concerns. 

T May be some overlap of ideas due to unclear wording or inadequate group 
discussion. 

T "Knowledgeable" individuals selected to participate may not represent all 
community subgroups. 

T Assertive personalities may dominate unless leadership skills are 
exercised. 

T May not be a sufficient source of data in itself; may require follow-up 
survey, observations, or documentary analysis. 

T Inappropriate technique for routine meetings, bargaining. negotiation, or 
coordination. 

Page2 
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The Facilitator's Role 

The role of the facilitator is different from that of the typical leader or 
chairperson who sets agendas, decides what and how things will be done, tells 
people they are out of order, etc. The facilitator's job is to ask questions, 
make suggestions, keep track of the main agenda, and determine if and when 
people are ready to make a decision. Generally the facilitator is there to see 
that all members have a say and that all ideas are listened to and considered. 
A facilitator tries to remain neutral and provide just enough structure so that 
personal interaction doesn't interfere with the topic at hand. 

THE JOB OF A FACILITATOR IS TO: 

1. Keep members on the topic.
• Let them know when the discussion has drifted; usually they will
quickly return to the topic.
• Periodically repeat the topic under discussion--"lsn 't this what we were
discussing?"

2. Summarize what members have said.
• In particular, summarize what the less active members have said.
• Relate what one person says to another's ideas--"It sounds like you're
adding to what Jackie said ... "
• Accept parts of ideas and ask if the person could develop the idea
more.
• Let people know when someone has been cut off, and then allow them
to finish what they were saying.

3. Let people know that feelings are OK.
• Summarize feelings as well as content--" Joe, you seem to be disturbed
about something ... "

4. State the problem in a constructive way so people can work on it.
• State the problem as a problem, without implying that someone is at
fault.
• Present the group with problems and questions, not answers.

5. Suggest ways to reach conclusions.
• Clarify the decision the group needs to reach so people don't waste
their time on other things.
• Let members know when it may be time to move on to the next prob
lem or agenda item.
• Try to break big problems up into workable pieces and deal with each
part separately.

6. Periodically summarize what has happened and what has been decided.
• Be sure to restate a decision after it has been made by the group.

THE FACILITATOR SHOULD AVOID: 

Facilitators lose effectiveness when they stop being neutral, or when they stop 
looking out for the group and its decision-making process. Specifically, the 
facilitator should avoid: 

• Criticizing the ideas or values of others.
• Using the facilitator role to force ideas on the giOup. (When you must
add your own ideas, let people know you are doing so as a member and
not as facilitator. It may be best to ask someone else to temporarily take
over the facilitator role while you join the fray.)
• Making decisions for the other members without asking them for
agreement.
• Saying a lot or getting too involved. (This can distract facilitators from
their role, and might get the whole group off track.)

· · ·· Page 3 
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Brainstorming 
While it is perhaps one of the 

most widely used strategies for 
problem solving, it is probably also 
the most abused. Following are 
some guidelines for brainstorming 
and some suggestions for its suc
cessfu I implementation. 

Brainstorming is one method 
that can help a group of people get 
involved together in the process of 
generating creative ideas. Because 
the key ingredient in a brainstorm is 
creativity, the facilitator can help 
by setting an optimistic and ener
getic tone. A group that has used 
brainstorming successfully and has 
found some new solutions or 
directions as a result, comes away 
with greater confidence in its ability 
to cope with challenging situations. 

How to use it 

Brainstorming is often most 
productive if it has been preceded 
by an analysis of some sort--a 
discussion or exercise that allows 
people to share their interpretations 
of the problem, its root causes, the 
barriers to change, the specifics of 
the present situation, a vision of the 
ideal situation, the parts of the 
problem, and perhaps an inventory 
of the resources available to help 
solve the problem. 

Once the problem or issue is 
clear, brainstorming usually starts 
as an inventory or listing of old, 
familiar ideas. It is at its best when 
the group starts adapting or com
bining old solutions into creative 
new ones. The facilitator can 
encourage the group to do that. 

To begin, the facilitator writes 
the topic or question to be brain
stormed on a flip chart or chalk 
board, then asks the group to call 
out their ideas in short phrases that 
can be written down quickly. To set 
a creative. high-energy tone, the 
group should understand the 
following guidelines from the onset: 

'T' No judgments--no idea or 
suggestion, no matter how wild, 

continued on page 4 
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Brainstorming 

continued from page 3

is to be shot down or edited. 
(There will be time to evaluate 
the ideas later.) 

'Y Anything goes--offbeat, un
usual, humorous, and bizarre 
ideas are encouraged. 

'Y Go for quantity--the more ideas, 
the better the chance of coming 
up with a winner. 

'Y It's fine to build on other 
people's ideas. 

The facilitator of the brainstorm 
session can help keep things 
moving, if necessary, by: 

'Y Setting a time limit--commonly 
3 to 10 minutes, depending on 
the topic and the size of the 
group--so people will know they 
can't afford to sit on an idea. 

'Y Giving a few examples to start 
things off. 

'Y Praising and/or coaxing 
(gently). 

'Y Asking for different sorts of 
examples if the group starts to 
develop a "one-track mind." 

The conventional approach is to 
have one person record the group's 
ideas on a flip chart or chalk board, 
so that all can see. Sometimes two 
recorders work as a team, writing 
alternate items so the group won't 
have to wait for the recorders to 
catch up. A variation that is espe
cially useful if you have several 
topics to brainstorm is to write each 
topic on individual sheets of news
print or on separate parts of the 
board, and ask each participant to 
go up to the lists and record items 
"graffiti style." 

There may need to be discus
sion of the practicality and desira
bility of the different ideas first, but 
as soon as possible the group will 
need to make some choices from 
among the ideas identified during 
brainstorming. Here are some 
possible ways to do that: 

T Everyone gets to vote for the 
three ideas they believe are 
most viable; the three items that 
score highest will be used for 
discussion. 
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I f a  group has never used brainstorming, you could start with one of the
following fictitious situations as an introduction. These may be used to 

acquaint group members with the process of brainstorming; the topics may 
be amusing to stimulate a playful and a creative orientation: 
'Y Things you could do with a crate of empty shampoo bottles if you were 

stranded on a small desert island. 
'Y Features of a high school or elementary school of the future. 
'Y Program ideas for a town officer education program. 

'Y Members try to rate the ideas 
from 1 to 10--10 is high and 1 
is low; the three ideas with the 
highest combined score will be 
discussed further. 

'Y If it appears that certain ideas 
are most popular, the facilitator 
might say "There seems to be 
interest in pursuing the second 
idea and the fifth. Are there 
others that we should continue 
to explore as well?" 

'Y See if any ideas can be com
bined or if any are redundant. 

Despite its limitations, brain
storming remains a popular tech
nique. For many groups, it has 
provided a first clear picture of their 
potential to think creatively together 
and to move off in new directions. 
It also lets everyone know where the 
ideas have come from, thus setting 
the stage for consensus and action. 

Since brainstorming is an 
expansive, divergent thinking 
approach that generates lots of 
ideas, it needs to be followed by a 
narrowing, focusing activity that 
extracts a reasonable number of 

promising ideas for the group to 
work with. 

Some Alternative 
Approaches 

Recent research indicates that 
brainstorming is not necessarily the 
best technique to generate lots of 
creative ideas. The problem seems 
to be that a group of people can go 
off on one tangent without exploring 
the full range of possibilities. This 
suggests several variations of the 
brainstorming process: 
1. Instruct each group member to

brainstorm individually on the
topic, writing down ideas on a
small piece of paper. Then
share the ideas by reading off
the lists (or compiling the lists
later).

2. Divide the group into two or
more teams, each to brainstorm
on the same topic. This "parallel
groups" approach has some of
the adv�ntages of the first
variation, plus the sense of
group cooperation, which is an
important side effect of brain
storming.

WHEN TQ.(ISE BRAINSTORMING 

There are many possible applications·for brainstorming, some are: 
, •  

When you want to come up w ith ideas for solutions to a problem: 
"How can we publicize our coming Community Fair?" "What can be 
done about rising rents and deteriorating housing in our neighborhood?" 

. . . 

. ' 

When you want to get ideas about how the group should spend its 
time: "Which training needs should we address at the next workshop?" 
"Which community problems should we try to deal with during 'the next 
year?" 

When you want to identify people or organizations that could be helpful 
to your group: "Who could we call on to support our campaign for a 
community health clinic?" 

Page 4 
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Appendix H: 

General Mapping Considerations 

Required Maps 
The 1990 Open Space and Recreation Plan Requirements list the following required maps: 

1. Zoning Map - to illustrate Section 3,D.
2. Special Landscape Features Map - to illustrate Sections 4,A,B and 5,A.

a. Soils - show only those soil types which have the development limitations you have chosen to discuss
(see p. 12); consult US Soil Conservation Service maps

b. Geologic features - consult US Soil Conservation Service maps
c. Scenic resources - consult DEM Statewide Scenic Landscape Inventory and your own judgement
d. Cultural, historic, and archeological resources - consult the Massachusetts Historical Commission and

the local historical commission
e. Chapter 61, 61A lands
Note: You may choose to divide this information into two maps if legibility becomes a problem, or combine with

water resources data (Map 3) if that is appropriate . . 

3. Water Resources Map - to illustrate Section 3,C.
a. Surface water
b. Wetlands (forested and non-forested ) from USGS 1:25,000 topo maps
c. Watersheds of water supply areas (wells, reservoirs rivers, etc.) Available from MassGIS
Note: a, b, and care required. Items d and e are v ery important. If unavailable, cite need and work into Action
Plan. 

cl. Flood hazard zones (may be available from MassGIS)
e. Zones of contribution to public supply wells (may be available from DEP).

4. Open Space Map - to illustrate Section 5.
a. Protected Lands

Public, nonprofit and private land with restrictions in perpetuity - (See page 16 for details)
b. Unprotected Lands

Public, nonprofit and private land with temporary or no restrictions - (See page 16 for details)
5. Action Plan Map - to illustrate Section 9.

Illustrate the effect that successful completion of all actions set forth in Section 9 would have on your 
town. For example, using the Protected Open Space map as a base, add - in new patterns - the location 
of lands you hope to protect as part of the Action Plan. These areas would undoubtedly have appeared 
on map 2 or 3 as important but unprotected resources. 

Optional Maps 
In addition, many communities may decide to include some of the following optional maps: 

A. Historic town maps - to illustrate Section 3,B.
B. Population Characteristics - to illustrate Section 3,C.
C. Current Land Use - Available from MassGIS - to illustrate Section 3,D.
D. Existing lnfrastmcture - to illustrate Section 3,D.
E. Maximum Zoning Build-out - to illustrate Section 3,D.
F. Plant and Wildlife Habitat - to illustrate Section 4,D and E.
G. Environmental Problems - to illustrate Section 4,G.

Reproducibility 
It is a terrible waste of time to do all the work necessary to make a map and then to have only one, with no way of 
making copies. In order to be able to make copies, you need: 

translucent paper (explained on next page), 
black-and-white graphics. 

In the early stages of your mapping, you need to be able to make many copies of your base map so that you can use them 
to collect data about different resources. Later, you will need to make many copies of the various resource maps for use 
by different boards, commissions and committees in town. The way to do this is to be sure that your hase map and your 
resource maps are in black and wh ite, and on translucent pap er. This is important whether you make your own traditional 
maps or take advantage of the MassGIS service. 
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Base Maps 
The base map contains all the information that will appear on every map in the series: elements that help to provide 
geographic reference points to the reader. This usually consists of political boundaries, roods, streams and ponds, and 
coordinate references (the grid on the USGS map), etc. Additional information will be added to copies of the base map 
for each map required for the Open Space Plan. That is, the Protected Open Space map will be the base map plus 
protected open space parcels; the Water Resources map will be the base map plus water resources data, etc. 

If you are not using GIS maps, the best source for a base map is a USGS topographic map that has been enlarged 
photographically (usually to 1" = 1000') onto a translucent "paper:" vellum, sepia or mylar. It is particularly valuable to 
have the topo lines on your base map for open space planning since topography is a major consideration for many analyses: 
scenic resources, drainage, development limitations, etc. The best resolution {line quality) results from photographic 
enlargement, which can be screened, to produce a lighter image for all information on the base map, so that additional 
data, such as open space parcels, water resources, soils, etc. stands out prominently. A cheaper solution is to have the 
USGS map enlarged onto vellum with a Shacoh copier ( a special "xerox" machine that handles large format [up to 36" 
wide] paper). 

A word or two about the number of base maps you need: 
You can make any number of additional base maps made from a single base map. The additional base maps can be on 
bond (non-reproducible), or on vellum, mylar or sepia (reproducible). Bond is cheaper, and is suitable for collecting data 
in the field. For a 32" x 46" map, a blackline is $2.75, sepia is $6, vellum is $20 and mylar is $25. Just be sure to specify to 
the reprographic specialist how many of each you need. 

You can often get away with using all your blank base maps, but it is wise to keep one clean - accidents do happen. It is 
dreadful when you're nearing your deadline, working on your last vellum base map, and you spill the ink, or coffee, or 
whatever. That's the wrong time to decide another $6 for an extra sepia base map is worth it. Take it from us - always 
have a spare blank reproducible base map. 

If you are making traditional maps, you will need 4 reproducible hase maps. one for each of the required resource maps: 
Zoning, Special Feanires, Water Resources and Protected Open Space. You will use the vellum Open Space map as the 
"base map" for the Action Plan map (see diagram below). After drafting data onto the base maps, you can get any number 
of black line prints of the resource maps for use at meetings. 

If you are using GIS, you will need 2 reproducihle hase maps - one for the Zoning map, one for Special Fearures map 
(MassGIS will be providing the Water Resources and Protected Open Space maps on vellum for you). You too will use the 
vellum Open Space map as the "base map" for the Action Plan map, as the diagram indicates. 

In both cases, have 5 or 6 blackline prints made on bond (an opaque, non-reproducible paper) of the plain base map. Use 
these black lines to sketch out the data prior to drafting your final version on the vellum. Your town engineer undoubtedly 
is familiar with the process of making blackline (diazo) prints if you need further explanation. 

Beg;n w<h 

� 

myla, basemap. 

Make additional reproducible copies of basemap on sepia, vellum or mylar, and blackline prints (working copies) on bond. 

87878787 
Add resource data to reproducible basemaps. 

@�$� 
Make additional reproducible copy of Open Space map; add linework to create Action Plan map. 

�� 
Make blackline prints of all maps (on bond) for display and presentations, and make reductions of each for the report. 
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Reproducible Graphics 
There are many ways to use black patterns, symbols and lines to represent different resources on your maps. 

To represent large areas, (soil types, zoning districts, protected open space, etc.) use different patterns. You can develop_ 
a set of hand-drawn patterns, or you can buy sheets of ready-made shading patterns. 

: .. .. : ' .. : ... · . . · . . . : •. '
, . . . . : . . . . . . •·. ·. . . . . · .."' . . . ·� .. . .. . ..... . . . . . . . . . . . .
: ' . . . . : .. . . ' ... · .. : : . 
.. . . . . . ·. . .... : : · .. . 

� . � . . . . ·-..... . .

•• 
In cases such as certain cultural or historic sites, you can use a series of symbols like those below, which do not 
represent the actual size of the resource, but which call attention to its general location. Again, these can be hand
drawn or bought on sheets of mylar and rubbed onto the vellum. 

* 
* 

* 

* 
*
* 

*

* * 
Similarly, making lines on a map can be accomplished with purchased tapes or with pens of different widths. Tape with 
large dots and dashes can be cut to form smooth curves, and crepe tape can make gentle curves. 

,, 
##1111111L --------- -----------

---------■ ---------
c:J c::J t::l c::1 Cl 

One caution: ink from felt-tipped pens will bleed into the pores of vellum after several months. It is best to use 
technical, or rapidograph, pens. You may be able to borrow a set of these from your town engineer. 

The most important graphic tip 
we can give you is to lbe lb old. 

It is essential that the lines, 
symbols and patterns that you 
add to the base map be much 
darker and thicker than the lines 
and symbols already there. The 
information on the base map 
should be discernible when 
needed, but it is the resource 
information that should jump 
out at a casual glance. 

Just as the samples on this page can be reproduced easily and cheaply, so then can your black-and -white maps. It is 
customary to use colored magic markers to enhance black-line prints for presentations. 
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Scale 
Presentarion Maps 
T radirionally, most planners have chosen to make large maps for their open space and recreation planning projects. 
The primary goal has been to make maps that are big enough to be seen easily by many people during a public 
presentation. Many communities choose 1" = 1000' or 1" = 800' for this purpose. Of course the size of the city or town 
determines the ultimate size of the paper needed to accommodate this. Either of these scales is acceptable. 

However, maps from MassGIS should nor be printed larger than 1:25,000 (roughly 1 • = 2,083'), which is the scale of 
the USGS copo map. This is because the data entered into the data base ranges from 1:100,000 to 1:24,000. (See 
below for funher explanation). If you are using MassGIS, this scale is acceptable. 

Report-size Maps 
In either case, the other required version of the maps is repon-size, 8 1/2" x 11" or 11" x 17." These are small copies of 
the final, full-size maps that should be inserted direccly into the Open Space Plan at the point where the resource is 
being discussed. This makes the text far more meaningful to the reader, since few people will cake the rime to unfold a 
huge map while reading through the plan. 

The cost of reducing maps is small. As of March 1991, any black-and white drawing up to 42" x 60" can be photosrared 
co 8" x 10" for $ 7 .00. A phocostat is a one-seep process: there is no nega.tive and you cannot gee multiple prints*, 
although you can easily "xerox" it co gee multiple copies. Consequently, the coral cost for 5 photosracs is $35.00 - $7 
for each of the 5 required maps. These phocostars become the "originals" which you xerox with the rest of the plan for 
distribution. 

GIS vs. "Traditional" Maps 
A Geographic Information System, GIS, is a set of computer programs which store, analyse and map information. 
MassGIS refers to the group of GIS specialises at the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs Data Center. MassGIS 
has created, and maintains a large data base rhar is being used by all rhe EOEA agencies. MassGIS also provides 
various GIS services co cities and towns for a fee. 

One of the benefi rs of GIS is that once data (a map) is entered into rhe system, you can print it our ar any scale you 
want. However, there are some inherent dangers in blowing up data larger than its original scale. For example, the 
MassGIS Open Space data layer was input at 1:25,000. Hydrography ,vas input at 1:100,000, which being a much 
smaller scale, has generalized the shapes of streams and ponds (meanders are much straighter, for example). In places 
where a park borders a lake, there may be considerable difference between the edges. When printed at small scales 
(1:100,000 or smaller), these inconsistencies do not show. When printed at a scale larger than 1:25,000, they can be 
disrurbing. Therefore, towns opting co use MassGIS will be getting maps at 1:25,000, which does nor eliminate 
inconsistent boundaries, bur obscures them enough to be considered tolerable. 

The MassGIS data base v.'cls created for statewide and regional planning, and it extremely useful co EOEA agencies. 
MassGIS is continuing co build and improve rhe data base. Among its current data development and acquisition efforts 
are forested wetlands, topography, 1991 land use and town-owned open space. Discussions have begun regarding the 
need for more accuracy at larger scales, but as of now, its use for local planning is limited. However, as more and more 
communities use MassGIS, the more they can contribute co the scare data base - ultimately enhancing its usefulness for 
everyone. 

Ir is important co note that there is also a technical problem with transposing small-scale data onto large scale maps by 
hand. The data is no more accurate; in fact it is probably less so, since you adj use for the inconsistencies as you create 
your linework. The difference is in graphic quality. 

There are pros and cons to both methods. Maps from MassGIS look very professional. They are very cost-effective. 
And, if no one on the Open Space Committee is familiar with making maps, it relieves everyone of the hassle of 
learning to do it yourself or the expense of hiring someone to do it for you. However, not all data required for an Open 
Space and Recreation Plan is available ar this rime, and maps will have co be a combination of machine-plotted and 
hand-drawn graphics. Also, much is lost by nor having large maps for use at Town Meeting or other meetings where 
you want many people to see what you are proposing while you discuss it. 

You need to weigh the relative merits of both methods and choose the one best for you. 

* If you were to use standard photographic practice and have a negative and print made the cost would be $25.00 per
map ($17.50 for the negative, $7.50 for each print from rhac negative).
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Appendix I: 

MassGIS Mapping Assistance 

MassGIS, the computerized mapping and data analysis system used by the Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, 
(617 727-3888), can provide your community with a set of maps that will expedite the production of maps required 
under the new Open Space and Recreation Planning guidelines (OS&RP). Although GIS is a wonderful tool, there 
are some draw-backs for towns using MassGIS data. Refer to Appendix H for a discussion of these issues. 

Map-making at MassGIS is usually a very colorful experience. But, because it is essential that that you are able to 
reproduce most of these maps easily and cheaply for use by different boards and commissions, you need to have the 
maps printed in black-and-white, on mylar. Also, you need two sizes: one at 1 :25 ,000 for use at meetings, and one for 
inclusion in the Open Space Plan - 8 1/2" x 11" or 11" x 17 ." 

Base Map $65 (mylar)

The base map will include political boundaries, roads, streams and ponds. It will be drawn on mylar, so that you can 
make multiple copies of the various maps needed for the plan (zoning, special features, action plan, optional maps). 

Water Resources Map (Map # 3) $65 (mylar)

This will consist of the base map material plus drainage basins and sub-basins, public water supplies well-head 
protection zones, and stratified drift ( rated by USGS for aquifer potential). 

You must map wetlands as well. You can add this information to the GIS map by hand, tracing directly from the 
USGS 1 :25,000 topo sheet. Or you can arrange with staff at MassGIS to have that information digitized. This will 
entail your tracing onto the basic Water Resources map wetlands that appear on the USGS topological map, returning 
the map to MassGIS for digitizing, and then receiving an updated version for your plan. Contact MassGIS to schedule 
this automation and to determine tum-around time and additional fee. 

Open Space Map (Map # 4) $65 (mylar)
free if you are assisting with mapping project 
see* below. 

This will consist of the base map material plus the protected open space data layer. This data layer is in two parts: 

o Land owned by state and federal agencies and major nonprofit land tmsts. This part of the data layer is complete for
the entire state.

o Land owned by local agencies and smaller nonprofit land trnsts. This part of the data layer is complete only for
Barnstable, Berkshire and Essex counties and communities in the Nashua River Basin.

* MassGIS is in the process of mapping locally-protected open space statewide. They are eager to get this data from
you simce it will strengthen MassGIS data base. Please call them (617 727-3888) for updated information on this data
layer.

You will need to add important unprotected parcels needed to complete this map. See page 16 for requirements. 

Report Maps $50 (paper)

This will be a large sheet of paper containing copies of the above-listed maps reduced to 8 1/2 x 11 for inclusion in the 
Open Space Plan. 

Land Use Map (Optional Map C) $50 (paper) _
This will consist of the base map plus 22 classes of land use showing existing development (as of 1985 -currently, the 
most recent version available) and nan1ral land cover. This map is not required for the Open Space Plan, but is 
extremely useful. This map can be on opaque paper and in color, since it is not required to be reproduced for wide 
distribution. If you would like it in black-and-white so you can use it in the report, you should discuss ways of 
combining some of the 22 categories with MassGIS staff. There is a limit on the number of black-and-white patterns 
that can be made distinguishable. 

Note: The quoted prices are for the exact maps and services described above, as of September 1992. Variations can be 
negotiated with MassGIS staff and will be priced according to the fee stmcture authorized by the Massachusetts 
Legislature. Many other useful data layers are available. Ask for a list. 
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Private Lands 

Joe's Chapter 61 Farm 

Frieda's 61A Forest 

l The 61 B Golf Course

I Smith CR

Jones CR 

Green APR 

J. Huge Estate

Fred's Own Farm 

Old Landfill 

Granite Quarry 

1 ll
. r • 

1 dlC Lf� tllt 

Public and 
Nonprofit Lands 

J.Q. Public Park 

Appendix J: 

Sample Inventory 11atrix 
Part 1 

�rner �1anaeer Use 

J. Stanley ]. Stanley 

F. Brush F. Brush trail use 

]. Lerner ]. Lerner recreation 

Doe Trust* Doe Trust residence 

Town* Town res w/ trails 

Town* Town farm 

]. Huge Small Inc. private 

F. Farmer F. Farmer farm 

M.Oean none 

Chipper Industry none recreation 

Lt1 vnr. cn.1 r, E 

* hol:ier of
resmcncm

Town Town recreanon 

:::>rate �rate trail use 

Doe Conservation Area Buck Land Trust BLT trail use 

Funds Used 

None 

None 

None 

Private 

Gift 

DFA 

None 

None 

Town 

None 

LWCF{fov.-n 

DEM 

Private 
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Appendix J:
Sample Inventory Matrix 

Part 2 

I . Recreation Public 

Zoninn DPr
e
ogt

r
e
e
c
e
t .. 

of\l Pr1 va te Lands Condition Po tential Ac c ess L,C:. 

I Joe's Chapter 61 Farm __ Medium None Rl Short,term 

I Frieda's 61 A Forest .., High Unofficial RZ Short-term· '. 
I The 61 B Golf Course .o High Fee R3 Short-term , 
I Smith CR : High Free Rl to 2001 
I. Jones CR High Free Industrial Perpetuity 
I Green APR o. Low None Commercial Perpetuity 
I J. Huge Estate "" High None Industrial None 
11111111! Fred's Own Farm

� 

Low None R3 None I Old Landfill : High Unofficial Comrne,cial None I i Granite Quarry c: Medium Unofficial Open Space None I ll:!:i:i: The Yale Institute High Unoffrctal R2 None 
:l: 
:!: 

·�-------------------"""""""===�-�=-�-'".""".■.'!'�����

11111111: Nonprofit Lands :I! 

i J.Q. Public Park Good High Good Open Space PL 88-578 Ii 
I J. Q. Public Forest Good High Good Open Space Arr. 97 ' 
,1 Doe Conservation Area Excellent High Excellent Open Space Perpetuity 
�;;;;;::�::::�Si�ii1:1;::;Tu:1;i�i1i�ii�i;Jm[;;;;ii;;i�;;S;;;[;;;;�;:�::;,;;:;:=:�=;;;,;,;;;0l;�i0;,;l�0 ;;;�+T�;J;t;:: x;;; 
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Appendix K: 

Land Protection Options 

Open space and resource protection is becoming increasingly complex - in terms of both the pressures impacting 
landowners and the many options available to protect land. Careful consideration and a creative approach are often 
required to determine the proper techniques, or combination of techniques, to be employed in each case. 

Some of the available options are described briefly below. This is intended as an overview only: binding decisions 
should not be made without first consulting the appropriate advisor - whether it be for financial, legal, or other reasons. 
State and local governments and nonprofit conservation groups are gooo sources of additional information and 
guidance. 

General Tips for Approaching Landowners 
1. Know why you want to crotect it - To select the most appropriate protection strategy, it is important to know your
objectives. For example, it may be determined that preservation of a specific viewshed and public pedestrian access are
the primary objectives for a given tract. Having identified the objectives, you can explain to the landowners why you
are interested in protecting their land. Determining the objectives also enables you to select the optimum strategy.

2. Know what the owners want - Ir is also essential to determine the desires and objectives of the property owners, and
incorporate them into your proposed protection strategy. These concerns and desires may relate to numerous issues,
including: liquidating the equity that exists in the property; current or future tax burdens (including real estate, income
and estate taxes); and family concerns regarding the future land uses on the property.

3. Know the property itself - It is also worthwhile to become familiar with the property before meeting with the owner.
By demonstrating a sound knowledge of the physical characteristics of the property, you are likely to gain the respect of
the landowner. Can you really expect landowners who consider their land significant and worthy of protection to be
comfortable entrusting it to you if you aren't even familiar with its layout or resources?

4. Be prepared to suggest several options - Spend enough rime studying the situation before contacting the owners ro
be prepared to suggest several possible approaches to them. Be able to explain the advantages to themselves .and to the
town of each option on the table.

5. Build trnst and stay in touch - Once you are clear about your own objectives and the probable objectives of the
landowners, it is time to approach them regarding protection of their land. Ar this point it is important to
acknowledge the importance of trust in your relationship with the landowner. By demonstrating a knowledge and
appreciation of the significance of their property, having a clear understanding of what they want to achieve, and a
sound strategy to achieve it, a good foundation for trust is developed. By maintaining regular communication and
monitoring specific circumstances affecting ownership and staying in touch over time, you can be properly positioned
to react quickly if necessary. Ir is often at times of family distress or other need for property transfer that an opportunity
to acquire, or otherwise protect, a parcel of critical importance exists. The existence of mutual rmst often makes the
difference between a successful or failed effort.

By raking the time to think through these issues ahead of rime, and then discussing them with the landowners, you 
increase your chances of a successful encounter. 

Specific Protection Techniques 
The following is a brief description of several ways that you can meet your resource protection objectives. These 
descriptions are not intended to make you an expert in their use, bur rather to familiarize you with some of the most 
important issues to consider in each. 
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I. Transfer of Title

This is the most traditional, simple and sure means of prorecting a given tract: the fee-simple interest is purchased by, 
or donated to, someone who wants to preserve the property. Although there arc numerous variations on the use of this 
technique, this section will address the three most common: donations, sales and transferring tirlc subject ro atrached 
conditions. 

Donation: An individual may give his land ro rhe town or a nonprofit land trust; that is, donate the fee intcrest. This 
is also called a complete charitable transfer or outright gift. There are also somewhat more complicated arrangements. 
The landowner may opt ro donate the property subject ro a life estate, which allows him ro live on the property for the 
rest of his life. Or , she may decide instead to donate property while retaining certain rights in the land (removing 
firewood, having general access rights, or retaining rights ro keep a particular view open). However, these restrictions 
may reduce the rax savings. 

Advantages of a donation: 
1. It's free! Sometimes, certain indirect costs, such as appraisal, rirle, survey, hazardous waste inspection,

recording fees, ere., must be borne by the grantee. However, even in these cases, there is no purchase price·
saving precious acquisition funds for another effort ..

2. Donations, particularly complete charitable transfers, generate maximum allowable tax savings for a given
property transfer. Ir is worth proposing, though you may nor know which landowners are in a financial
position to benefit from the tax consequences of a donation. Each landowner will need ro consult an
attorney or accountant familiar with these tax laws. However, for those ro whom it is beneficial, it is one of
the best ways to obtain significant capital gains and estate tax savings.

3. Donations can become contagious within a given area. Thar is, as more conservation donations are made,
more people become aware of rhe numerous benefits to the .ilimQ!. The benefits ro the receiver are obvious;
the benefits to rhe giver often aren't. The public recognition and appreciation for the donor's generosity
and public-spiritedness can be significant. Some landowners may enjoy rhe idea of a public park bearing
their name.

Sale: In real estate terms, sale is rhe transfer of ownership for a price. Groups involved in the acquisition and holding 
of land range from federal, state and local environmental agencies ro certain nonprofit conservation groups and others. 
Funding sources include rhe sale of municipal bonds, dedicated annual funds, conservation rrnsr funds, real estate 
transfer fees, grant programs and charitable contributions. While acquisition ar marker value is the most traditional 
type of sale, there are several creative alternatives ro be considered. 

Bargoin Sale: This approach combines the partial donation of a property with the sale of it. A bargain sale occurs 
when a parcel is sold for less than its marker value. The difference between the marker value and the bargain sale 
price represents the amount of donation. There are two main advantages ro this approach: the granror receives 
income from the sale and al�c, gains tax benefits from rhe reduced sale price. The granror must obtain an appraisal 
rhar rhe IRS will accept, in order ro receive the full tax advantages of the bargain sale. 

Advantages of Bargain Sale 
l. Can be a "win/win" sin1arion: landowner benefits from sale income and tax advantage, and town acquisition

funds are conserved.
2. Minimizing the purchase price enhances rhe chances of a successful re-sale to another conservation group ro

ensure long-rerm protection.
3. May help ro leverage additional bargain sales and ourrighr gifts within a given neighhorhcxxl or region.

Transfer with Restrictions: This technique is often used when a landowner must sell the property bur wants ro 
govern the fun1re use of the land. In this case, rhe owner may choose ro arrach various resrricrions ro the deed prior 
ro the sale. These determine rhe activities that can and cannot rake place on rhe land in the future. Although this 
may reduce marker value of the parcel somewhat, the owner does i.,,ain income and achieve other objectives as well. 

Ad van rages of Transfer wi rh Resrricrions 
1. Future owners are obligated to abide by the restrictions.
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3. Limited Development - This technique involves the sale of a portion of a parcel of land for development to
subsidize the protection of the rest. It is probably the most conttoversial, and risky, approach to land protection.
However, in the right circumstances (a healthy market and insufficient acquisition funds), this tool may be used
with very positive results. It works best where there is a portion of the parcel that is not environmentally-sensitive
and can be sold for czrefully planned development. The following example may help illustrate limited
development:

A conservation group wants to preserve a parcel which contains endangered species in the rear 
portion. The owners are moving out of the area and the property is on the market The asking price is 
more than the conservation group can come up with. However, they know of several buyers 
interested in houselots along the road. The conservation group buys the entire property, but 
immediately sells the road frontage lots (the most expensive part of the parcel), thereby needing to 
use less from their acquisition fund to protect the endangered species. 

This technique can also be used when a landowner, perhaps a nonprofit land trust, faces unmanageable carrying 
costs for a parcel. In this case, the owner can identify an "insignificant" portion and sell it, reducing the carrying 
costs and providing funds to pay future costs. Although this points out why this technique sparks controversy, it 
can sometimes be the only way to avoid selling the entire parcel. 

Advantages of Limited Development: 
1. Can be the only way to afford to protect a parcel.
2. Good way to incorporate other community objectives, such as affordable housing, into the scheme.
3. Provides flexibility when developing a conservation strategy for a particular parcel.

2. Deed Restriction
Ownership of property in the United States encompasses numerous rights relating to the various uses of that property.
The full array, or "bundle," of rights is commonly referred to as the fee-simple interest or fee-simple estate. The
granting of a restriction or easement is an example of a less-than-fee interest - since both parties, the grantor and
grantee, are holders of separate portions of the original bundle as a result of the conveyance. As described above, a
deed restriction is a right-of-use that has been ttansferred to another party, so the owner is prevented from exercising
one or more of the bundle of rights normally associated with a fee-simple estate. One form of deed restriction is a
conservation restriction.

Often the terms restriction and easement are used interchangeably. However, many professionals in the fields of land 
and resource protection consider there to be a distinction. An easement is considered to involve a "positive" granting 
of rights or permitted uses. For example, a public access easement grants the right to use a trail; a constrnction 
easement grants the right to use a given area, generally adjacent to the permanent easement area, to facilitate 
constrnction within the permanent easement area; a utility easement grants the right to bury a gas line. A restriction is 
considered to be a "negative" granting of rights. For example, an agricultural preservation restriction gives away (or 
sells) the right to develop the land; a historic preservation restriction gives away or sells the right to modernize at will. 

A conservation restriction (CR) is a legal document that embodies those limitations on land use that a landowner 
agrees to impose on his or her property in favor of a named grantee, not to undertake specified acts that they would 
presumably otherwise have the right to do. The restricted activities often involve the right to develop or subdivide the 
property. CRs are granted to Conservation Commissions and other government bodies, as well as to nonprofit land 
trusts and conservation groups. In turn, these entities (grantees of CRs) agree to monitor and enforce the terms of the 
CR. 

The scope and nature of the CR is very flexible, allowing for "custom tailoring," based on the particulars of a specific 
property and the desires of the landowners, to ensure an identified conservation objective. The restrictions are 
generally in perpetuity (forever), and consequently are recorded at the Registry of Deeds. The restriction becomes 
attached to the ti tie, which remains with the landowner (granror). Anyone who purchases this ti rle ( the property) in 
the future, automatically becomes subject to the same set of restrictions. CRs are authorized in Chapter 184, Sec. 31-
33, of Massachusetts General Laws and must be accepted by the Secretary of Environmental Affairs. Be certain to get 
adequate legal guidance in drafting your CRs. 
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Since CRs are usually forever, it is important to identify things that could happen in the future and prepare for them. 
It is largely the anticipation of impacts in the future that determines the effectiveness of the CR to protect the property. 
In other words, if the Town receives the CR, but files the document away, doesn't map the location of the property, 
and doesn't pay attention when new landowners violate the conditions of the restriction, the CR is ineffective. 
Inspection and enforcement are essential and are the responsibility of the grantee. Or, if a small nonprofit land trust 
receives the CI_l and no successor is named, what will happen to the property if the land trust goes out of business in 10 
years? 

A CR can be structured in various ways. They range from a very simple, one,page document to an enormously 
complex, multi,party "instrument." Fortunately, most fall somewhere in,between. The following is provided as a very 
general guide to some essential elements of CRs: 

1. Grantor's Clause , states who parties are.
2. Legal Description of Property
3. Statement of Purpose(s) and Objectives(s)
4. Listing of Prohibited Uses

, to ensure conservation objectives
, whatever is NOT prohibited is assumed to be allowed. 

5. Reserved Rights (Permitted Uses)
, to the grantor or a third party 

6. Monitoring and Compliance
, this is critical. Access to the property by the grantee for monitoring on a regular basis is essential. 

Enforcement of the terms, as a result of regular monitoring, becomes the "teeth" of the restriction. 
7. IRS,required clauses, if applicable
8. Signatures

, Co,holding (more than one grantee) is often a good idea , to share the responsibility of monitoring and
enforcement. However, coordination between co,holders needs to be maintained over time to ensure 
that these important duties are carried out fully and consistently. A successor grantee is also a good 
idea, especially if a nonprofit is the grantee , to be prepared if something happens to the nonprofit. 

, Includes acceptance and approval 
9. Subordination clause, if applicable
10. Exhibits, if applicable

For a more detailed description of conservation restriction format and construction, please refer to The Massachusetts 
Conservation Restriction Handbook, EOEA Division of Conservation Services, 1992, or The Conservation Easement 
Handbook, by Thomas S. Barrett and Janet Diehl, Land Tmst Exchange and Tmst for Public Lands, 1988. 

Advantages of using a CR 
1. They are often flexible enough to incorporate many desires and concerns of both the grantor and the

grantee.
2. The title remains with the landowner (grantor). This allows for continued use of the land within the

restriction called out in the document.
3. They can be donated , a definite advantage to the grantee and there is usually a tax benefit to the grantor.
4. The purchase price (if not donated) to the grantee is less than the fee,simple interest for a given parcel.

The value (cost) of the CR being the difference between the value of the property without the restriction
and its value with the restriction.

5. The municipal tax assessor may endorse a lower evaluation (and hence, tax assessment) for a property that
is subject to a CR. Unfornmately, this is not done consistently across the Commonwealth.
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State Programs that Help Protect Resource Areas 
Weclands Conservancy Program - Formerly the Weclands Restriction Program, this program has been changed co 
reflect the recencly adopted policy of no net loss of weclands. The goal is to map all the state's weclands, register 
chem, and place land-use limitations on all of them, allowing only chose activities which do not harm weclands 
functions. The end product of the program is a permanent restriction order which is recorded at the Registry of 
Deeds and applies to the land regardless of ownership changes. The statewide program is implemented on a town
by-town basis, and is expected to take another 10 years to complete For more information, contact the Weclands 
Conservancy Program, Division of Weclands and Waterways, Department of Environmental Protection, 1 Winter 
Street, Boston, MA 02108 - 617 292-5908. 

Areas of Critical Environmental Concern Programs - The purpose of the Areas of Critical Environmental 
Concern (ACEC) program is to identify and protect critical resource areas throughout the Commonwealth. There 
are several categories of resources that can be included in an ACEC, ranging from weclands and wildlife habitats to 
farmland and scenic landscapes. The program works through a nomination, review and designation process that 
can be initiated by municipal boards and commissions. An ACEC designation directs state environmental agencies 
to administer programs and review projects under their jurisdiction to protect and preserve the resources of the 
ACEC. A designation is intended to complement local zoning and actions, and create a planning and management 
framework for long-term resource preservation. A brochure describing the program is available. For further 
information, contact (for coastal areas) Coastal ACEC Program, Office of Coastal Zone Management, 100 
Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202 - 617 727-9530; (for inland areas) Inland ACEC Program, Division of 
Resource Conservation, Department of Environmental Management, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202 -
617 727-3160. 

Massachusetts Endangered Species Act - After 5 years of effort by conservationists, the Massachusetts Endangered 
Species Act was signed into law in December 1990. The act does two principal things: 
l. Prohibits "taking" of any listed rare plants and animals (vertebrates and invertebrates) unless specifically
permitted for scientific, educational or propagation purposes. Penalties range from $500 to $10,000, plus up to 180
days in prison.

2. Protects designated "significant habitats". "Significant habitat" can be designated for endangered or threatened
species populations after a public hearing process. Once designated, any alterations of significant habitat will, in
most cases, require a permit from the Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement.
Penalties for the un-permitted alteration of designated significant habitat range from $1,000 to $20,000, plus up to
180 days in prison, and the violator may be required to restore the habitat to its prior condition.
For more information, contact Natural Heritage and Endangered Species Program, Deparnnent of Fisheries,
Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement, 100 Cambridge Street, Boston, MA 02202. 617 727-9194.
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Appendix L: 

Guide to Community Planning 

[ excerpted from Community Planning Guides, prepared by PhiUp B. Herr & Associates for the Mass Executive Office of 
Communities and Development, October 1980, reprinted 1985]. 

Too much planning effort has been wasted in the past because no one stopped to carefully consider who should be in 
charge of that planning, and how those in charge should be linked to the others who are doing it or are affected by it. 
Organizational choices are critical to planning success and often unchangeable once made, so they deserve careful early 
attention. This Guide is intended to help clarify those choices for Massachusetts town officials and others who are 
starting planning efforts. 

Structural Alternatives 
There are nearly as many ways of organizing for a planning program as there are planning organizations, but to begin, 
we can talk about just four basic approaches. 

1. Agency-Centered - The planning is directed by a single town agency. The agency may have a network of citizen
advisors, but the authority to make week-to-week decisions about program agenda, direction, and selection among
proposals is retained by that town agency. Example: a planning board preparing a land use plan, using a network of
neighborhood participants who report directly to the board.

2. Agency-Advisory Committee - A town agency with ultimate responsibility for the planning sets up a committee to
actually do the planning, empowering the committee with at least some autonomy regarding how they will do it. That
committee will probably have a leadership strucntre and governance system of its own, and perhaps some control over
whatever staff or consultant resources are available. Example: a planning board creates a downtown study committee
comprising one of its own members, two from the Chamber of Commerce, one from the League of Woman Voters, and
a downtown resident, then assigns one quarter-time of their staff planner to the committee's direction, and asks the
committee to report back quarterly or so.

3. lnteragency Task Force - A number of agencies join as equals to create a new (but probably temporary) organization
to carry out a specific planning task which involves them all. Once created, that organization runs its own show,
setting its own agendas, etc. Example: the Local Growth Policy Committees created in Massachusetts in 1976.

4. Citizen Advisory Committee - An organization structured outside of town government, though possibly including
town officials among its members and possibly receiving town financial help. Example: a group of citizens, tired of
town inaction in solving their neighborhood's problems, form an organization to prepare a neighborhood plan and to
lobby for its implementation.

Choosing a Basic Approach 
A well-considered choice of the basic organizational model is important, but often habits and preconceptions about 
"the right way" take over. [Note: of the half-dozen questions discussed in the source, portions of 3 are included here] 

Is the range of planning topics broader than that of any single agency? - One agency cannot make effective plans within 
another agency's political domain or "turf." If the planning is placed squarely within one agency, the effective planning 
scope is no wider than that agency's range. "Land use regulation" is an example of a planning topic which fits within 
one agency's domain, that of the planning board. "Water resource protection" is an example of a topic which does not, 
inevitably involving the domains of the water commissioner, board of health, planning board, conservation 
commission, and probably others. 
Does a single agency have enough time to do the job? - An intensive planning effort may constitute an overload for the 
agency considering taking it on. Can and will members of an existing agency spend the time for the effort? If the 
ability of members is already stretched to the breaking point, or if two or more separate programs are to go on 
concurrently, the answer is often "no." 
How important are accountability, organizational efficiency, and direct involvement of decision-makers? - Maybe it is 
important that those doing the planning be politically accountable, or maybe not. In some communities, only choices 
by accountable officials carry weight. In other communities, choices by highly accountable officials may carry little 
weight because they are seen as being "political." 
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Appendix M: 

Grants for Planning, Acquiring or Improving Open Space 

PLANNING GRANTS 

Office of the Secretary of State, Massachusetts Historical Commission, 30 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02116. 
(617) 727-8470
Survey and Planning Program - Small amounts of funding are available to local historic commissions for survey and
planning of registered historic districts, buildings, or landscapes. MHC also has state surveys and local historic maps
plus the State Register of Historic Places.

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Departtnent of Environmental Management, 100 Cambridge St., Boston, 
MA 02202 
MassachtL�tts Forest Stewardship Program - Funding intended to motivate provate landowners to protect and enhance 
forest values through planned management. Contact the Forest Stewardship Coordinator, 463 West Street, Amherst, 
MA 01002; (413) 256-1201. 

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Coastal Zone Management, 100 Cambridge St., Boston, MA 02202 
Harbor Planning Program - Grants to help establish mechanisms to protect harbor areas. 

GRANTS FOR LAND ACQUISITION AND IMPROVEMENT 

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Department of Environmental Protection, One Winter St., Boston 
02108. 
Grants may be available through the Aquifer and Watershed Protection Program and the Clean Water Act, 604(b) 
Program. These grants may be used for hydro-geologic snidies of ground and surface water supplies as well as 
management and protection initiatives. Contact DEP Division of Water Supply at (617) 292-5770. 

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Division of Conservation Services, 100 Cambridge St., Boston, MA 
02114. (617) 727-1552. An Open Space Plan must be underway as a prerequisite. 
Self-Help Program - Self-Help grants fund up to 90% of the acquisition costs of conservation land. 
Urban Self-Heir ProITT"am - These grants fund up to 90% of the costs of acquiring and/or developing park and 
recreation land in communities with a population greater than 35,000. 
Lmd and \Vater Conservation Fund - Federal funds (administered by this state agency) for up to 50% of the costs of 
acquiring, developing or renovating recreation or conservation land. 

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Department of Food and Agriculture, Bureau of Land Use, Old Common 
Rd., Safford House, Lancaster, MA 01523. (617) 727-0465. 
Awculniral Preservation Restriction Program - APR helps localities to purchase the development rights of farmlands. 

Office of the Secretary of State, Massachusetts Historical Commission, 30 Boylston St., Boston, MA 02116. 
(617) 727-8470.
Massachusetts Preservation Projects Fund - This program grants money for the development, acquisition, or
archeological investigation of sites on the Srate Register or the National Register.

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Department of Fisheries, \Vildlife, and Environmental Law 
Enforcement, 100 Cambridge St., Boston, MA 02202 
Non-Game Tax Fund - These funds come from individual contributions made through the Massachusetts income tax 
form. They help purchase the habitats of endangered plant and animal species. 

Executive Office of Environmental Affairs, Department of Environmental Management, 100 Cambridge St., Boston, 
MA 02202 
Mass ReLeaf - Grant program to cities and towns for the purchase of shade trees. Contact (617) 727-9800 ext. 273. 

A Note on Further Listings 
The Massachusetts Association of Conservation Commissions offers an extensive directory of all environmentally
concerned instinitions, government agencies, and nonprofit groups in Massachusetts. Ask for the Massachusetts Green 
Pages. For a list of the many Massachusetts land mists, see Appendix B or contact the Massachusetts Audubon Society 
for the Directory of Massachusetts Land Conservation T msts. 
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Appendix N: 

Management Planning for Municipal Conservation Areas 

I. General Land Use Objectives

General objectives for a specific property can be determined from Sections 6, 7, and 8 of the Open Space and 
Recreation Plan. If more specific objectives for the use of a conservation area are needed, a committee may be formed 
to develop land use objectives. The committee could have members from the Conservation Commission, the 

Recreation Department, the Water Commission, abutters, and representatives from various user groups. 

Examples of general objectives include: 
o use of area as wildlife sanctuary or water resource protection area - with "hands-off' management approach;
o use of area as municipal forest - from which city or town may derive income from timber management;
o use of area for recreational purposes, such as swimming, picnicking, boating, fishing, hunting, trail use, playing field

use, etc.

If the conservation area is large enough, objectives similar to these could be incorporated in different sections of the 

same property. 

II. Inventory of Resources

A great deal of information can be derived from Section 4 of the Open Space and Recreation Plan. The detail needed 
for an inventory can be determined from the land use objectives. In general, the more intensive the management that 
is needed, the more detailed the inventory must be. Gear the inventory to the objectives. For example: 

o If the area is to be a wildlife sanctuary with a "hands-off' management approach, a detailed resource inventory may
not be required;

o If it is to be a water resource protection area, the water department may want to take baseline data from test wells, or
water quality and quantity data from lakes, ponds, streams, and rivers. For further information, contact DEM
Division of Resource Conservation, Office of Water Resources,(617 727-3267);

o If the community intends to initiate timber management, the inventory should include a detailed forest stand
analysis. It may be advisable to contract with a forester to obtain this information and to develop silvicultural
recommendations. A list of local loggers and saw mills should also be compiled. For further information, contact
DEM Division of Forests and Parks, Bureau of Forest Development, (617 727-3184 );

o If the area is to be used for recreational use, a more thorough inventory may be needed, including:
- Ground water, surface water, and vegetated wetlands. (This data is available from MassGIS. See Appendix J );
- Soil types and slope. Soil Conservation Service manual and calculations based on information from USGS

topological maps;
- Recreational resources and patterns of use (How many people are using the area, and for what purposes? Are

there any conflicts between user groups?) Information gathered during the compilation of the 1988-1992
Statewide Comprehensive Outdoor Recreation Plan (617 727-9800) or on-site user surveys may be useful for
this portion of the inventory;

- Structures, roads, utilities, equipment, vehicles, personnel and management funding sources and levels.

Important components of any inventory, regardless of intended land use, include locations of rare and endangered plant 
and animal species habitat, and locations of known or potential historical and archeological sites. Contact the 
Department of Fisheries, Wildlife and Environmental Law Enforcement's Natural Heritage & Endangered Species 
Program (617 727-9194 ), the Mass Historical Commission (617 727-84 70 ), municipal historical commission or other 
local experts. 
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III. Development of Management Recommendations

Police and Fire Department should be consulted concerning plans for rescue operations, fire control. In the case of 
heavily-used areas, evacuation plans may be useful. 

When town or regional water supply is involved, recommendations could include directions for regular testing of 
water quality and quantity and remedial action to mitigate contamination or drought situations. 

Recommendations for trail use may include separating conflicting user groups and relocating trails away from 
wetlands, steep slopes, highly�erodeable soils and other sensitive resources. 

Recommendations for swimming areas may include suggestions for upgraded access, limiting numbers of users to 
prevent degradation of resources, water testing schedule and staffing levels. 

Recommendation for wildlife and fisheries management in areas that are open for hunting and fishing can be 
developed with the help of the DFWELE Division of Fisheries and Wildlife (Pittsfield, 413 447-9789; Belchertown, 
413 323-7632; West Boylston, 508 835-3607; Acton, 508 263-4347; Westborough, 617 727-2864; Buzzards Bay, 508 
759-3406).

Recommendations for using volunteers to help with trash pick-up, trail maintenance, etc. are a valuable addition to 
a Management Plan. You maight also develop a program to enlist frequent users of the facility to monitor the area 
and report violations of rnles and regulations to municipal officials. 

Specific management recommendations should be developed for fragile areas. Rare and endangered species habitats 
and archeological sites are examples of this type of resource. Separation of different resource areas by sensitivity and 
significance can facilitate resource protection. 

Of particular concern for areas that are heavily used by the public is the variable nature of funding levels. A 
management plan may include alternatives for management based on different funding levels. 

See also: 
Massachusetts Outdoors (SCORP) volume 2, pages 173 and 174 for an outline of the basic elements of a 
management plan suitable for more intensively-developed parks and recreation areas; 
EOEA Land Management Plannin� Process and Guidelines, 1990. 
Both are available from DCS, (617) 727-1552 
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Appendix 0: 

Sample Goals and Objectives 

GOALS 

1. Protection of water resources.

2. Preservation of open space, scenic
areas and rare plant and animal
habitats.

3. Integration of recreation and
conservation activities.

4. Provision of a balanced recreation
program.
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OBJECTIVES 

la. Preserve watershed in identified areas. 
lb. Identify, map and protect wetlands. 
le. Protect existing and future well sires. 

2a. Establish "critical zones" and protect them. 
2b. Develop public education aimed at publicizing 
importance of unique areas. 

3a. Develop trails to link a conservation area with 
an active recreation area. 
3b. Ascertain citizen demand for hiking areas; 
improve existing facilities and provide new ones 
where appropriate. 

4a. Provide recreation for the elderly. 
4b. Create winter sports activity areas. 
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Appendix P: 

Sample Objectives and Action Plan 

OBJECTIVES 

la. Preserve watershed. 
lb. Protect wetlands. 
le. Protect well sites. 

2a. Protect "critical zones". 
2b. Publicize unique areas. 

3a. Link conservation areas. 
3b. Improve hiking areas. 

4a. Provide recreation for the elderly. 
4b. Create winter sports areas. 

ACTIONS 

la,b. Organize Open Space Committee to 
identify watershed areas, wetlands and 
critical zones. (see Objective 2a.). 
le. Acquire land abutting well site-4. 

2a. See Action la,b. 
2b. Begin school "Hug a Habitat" program 

3a. Acquire rights along Muddy River. 
36. Organize Recreation Committee to
develop surveys and questionnaires.

4a.Develop a summer recreation program 
for the elderly. (Recreation Committee, see 
Action 36). 
46. Develop preliminary plan for Mt.
Trashmore - East Program.(Recreation
Committee, see Action 3b).

SCHEDULE 

la,b. October 1990 

le. by December 1992 

2a. October 1990 
26.Sept 1990 

3a. Sept 1993 

3b. October 1990 

4a. May 1991 

46. April 1991
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Appendix Q: 

Preparing an Open Space Plan Update 

What is an Open Space Plan Update? An Update is what its name would have you believe: ir is an up-ro-dare 
Open Space Plan. Ir is a comrlece rlan containing all che comronencs of an Oreo Srace Plan. The difference berween 
an Update and a municipality's previous Open Space Plan is that an Update builds in the previous plan by revising 
those sections which no longer reflect accurately the character and goals of the community. 

What Does an Update Contain? An Update contains all the components of rhe previous plan, modified to 
impart a more current picn1re of the recreation and conservation needs and goals of rhe community and to provide a 
clear direction for the next five years. Also, an Update prepared after 1990 will include new sections outlined in rhe 
1990 Open Space and Recreation Plan Requirements. 

What Sections Need to be Updated? Sections that need to be updated are rhose which have changed since 
the previous plan. For example, sections such as demographics, l!Oals and objectives, and the five-year action plan must 
be revised. Sections such as topography and history are not likely to have changed and therefore do not need to be 
rewritten - but they ru2 need to be included. Some sections may nor need revision unless some change has taken place: 
for example, Growth and Development Patterns should be revised if major transportation upgrades or consrmcrion has 
taken place or is planned; Water Resources if wells have been contaminated or inter-basin transfer is contemplated. 

Below is a general guide to the need for rewriting each section. Only you can detennine whether a particular section 
needs to be rewritten due to changed circumstances. 

Section 1 - Plan Summary 
Section 2 • Introduction 

Statement of Purpose 
Planning Process and Public Participation 

Section 3 - Community Setting 
Regional Context 
History of the Community 
Population Characteristics 
Growth and Development Patterns 

Section 4 • Environmental Inventory and Analysis 
Geology, Soils and Topography 
Landscape Character 
Water Resources 
Vegetation 
Fisheries and Wildlife 
Scenic Resources and Unique Environments 
Environmental Problems 

Section 5 - Inventory of Lands of Conservation and Recreation Interest 
Private Parcels 
Public and Nonprofit Parcels 

Section 6 • Community Goals 
Description of Process 
Statement of Open Space and Recreation Goals 

Section 7 - Analysis of Needs 
Summary of Resource Protection Needs 
Summary of Community's Needs 
Management Needs, Potential Change of Use 

Section 8 - Goals and Objectives 
Section 9 • Five-Year Action Plan 
Section 10 - Public Comments 
Section 11 - References 
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URBAN PARK AND During the five years that the program was residents, including those in low-income ... 

RECRFATION RECOVERY funded, 109 Innovation grants were minority neighborhoods. � 
PROGRAM 

awarded to eligible jurisdictions for ap- <n -... 
proximately $20.1 million. Innovative management and community V 

C 

8 
outreach techniques are essential to preventing C 

� 
The Urban Park and Recreation Recovery RECOVERY ACTION PROGRAM decreases in public recreation service. The 0:: 

C'd (UPARR) program was established in (RAP) planning grants (matched 50% UPARR Innovation program provided the V 

� u 

November of 1978 by Public Law 95-625, as a Federal and 50% Local) provide funding to flexibility needed to test new ideas and 
five year, $725 million program that provided jurisdictions for the development of prior- approaches to improving facility operations. if, 

matching grants and technical assistance to ities and strategies for recovery of their These grants were used to expand recreation V 

economically distressed urban communities. recreation systems. To be eligible to services for the handicapped, elderly, youth 0 
receive a Rehabilitation or Innovation and other special populations; to improve 

� grant, each jurisdiction is required to have management of recreation programs and 
UPARR'S PURPOSE a current Recovery Action Program plan facilities; to convert non-recreation sites and 

� that demonstrates a commitment to revital- facilities to new recreation purposes; and to 
0 The purpose of the UPARR program is to izing its park and recreation system. encourage public-private partnership 
u 
Q)

provide direct Federal assistance to urban approaches to providing recreation opportun-

� 
localities for rehabilitation of critically needed During the course of the program, 332 ities for neighborhood and community 
recreation facilities. The law encourages localities completed at least one RAP. 523 residents. 

Q systematic local planning and commitment to Recovery Action planning grants were 
>( 0 continuing operation and maintenance of awarded to develop and update RAPs. Applications for UPARR grants are made 

·- •..-4 
""O ,._J recreation programs, sites, and facilities. through the regional offices of the National 

� C'd Three types of grants are available: Park Service. All UP ARR proposals are 
Q.) Q) 
� � UPARR'S IMPACT subject to national competitions that are 
� u REHABILITATION grants (matched 70% triggered by the announcement of a specific 
< Q) Federal and 30% Local) restore close-to- The major thrust of the UPARR program is grant round when funds become available. 

� home urban recreation sites that have toward rehabilitation of existing recreation Application procedures are described in the 

'1j 
deteriorated to the point that they either facilities and returning them to full use. UPARR Pre-Application Handbook, which is 

Q 
endanger the public's health and safety or Prior to UPARR funding, many urban facili- available from the NPS offices. 

C'd impair the quality of recreation service ties located in economically hard-pressed 

� 
provided. neighborhoods were closed or had limited There have been no annual appropriations or 

� activities due to unsafe conditions. Rehabili- competitions for UPARR grants since 1984, 

C'd From 1979 to 1984 approximately $141 tation of these facilities returned them to full but the 332 localities that completed UPARR 

� million was awarded for 393 Rehabilitation use and often led to expansion of the sites due Recovery Action Programs remain eligible for 

Q 
grants to almost 250 cities and urban to redesign or relocation of various activities. �ant competitions in the event of future fund-

C'd 
counties. More effective use of existing space relieved mg. 

...0 many jurisdic�ions of having to acquire addi-
� INNOVATION grants (matched 70% Fed- tional hard-to-find urban park land. "We have an obligation to make America whole, 

eral and 30% Local) cover the cost of our cities whole ... and to dlJ that, we must deal 
personnel, facilities, equipment, supplies In many instances, an expanded facility also with the whole person ... We can't fight the war on 
or services associated with the develop- led to an increase in programs offered or drugs and crime without also giving hope, giving 
ment of innovative, cost-effective ideas, stimulated development of new programs. To inspiration and giving people outlets for their 
concepts, and approaches for improving meet the increased demand for recreation, creative selves." 
recreation facility design, operations or additional staff were hired and trained to 
programming. operate the rehabilitated facilities; thus Mayor Sharpe James--Newark, NJ 

I :g providing employment opportunities for local 



Appendix S: 

Compliance Guidelines for the Section 504 Self-Evaluation 

No qualified handicapped person shall, on the basis of 
handicap, be excluded from participation in, be denied the 
benefits of, or othenvise be subjected to discrimination 
under any program or activity that receives Federal 
financial assistance. 

GENERAL OVERVIEW OF SECTION 504 

What is a handicap? 
A physical or mental impairment that substantially limits a major life activity such as caring 
for oneself, performing manual tasks, walking, seeing, speaking, hearing, breathing, learning 
is a handicap. In addition, people who have a history of a handicap or are regarded as having 
a handicap are also protected under the law. 

Who is a qualified handicapped person? 
First of all, the preferred term is people with disabilities, however the law still uses the word 
'handicapped'. 
Employment: The individual can perform the essential job functions with or without 
reasonable accommodation. 
Programs, Activities: The individual meets essential eligibility requirements. 

What is a reasonable accommodation? 
Reasonable accommodations can include renovating a building to make it accessible, 
restructuring the job by changing the work schedule, buying specialized equipment, and hiring 
others as readers or interpreters. 

What is a Section 504 Self-Evaluation? 
The self-evaluation is a detailed assessment of the administration, program and employment 
practices of the recreation department and conservation commission. It includes a site-by-site 
inventory of all recreation and conservation areas and buildings, programs or services and a 
transition plan if any structural changes are necessary. 

What is included in the inventory? 
This inventory only involves properties under the jurisdiction of the recreation 
department or conservation commission. (This is not for the town hall, library, etc.) 
Included are the buildings, recreation facilities and equipment (swimming areas, tot lots, etc), 
programs, and services. Programming may include a learn-to-swim program, guided hikes or 
tours, etc. Services include technical assistance for permitting process ( conservation 
commission). 

A key phrase is that the programs offered must be accessible when "viewed in their entirety". 
This means that not every existing facility or part of it has to be made accessible. Perhaps 
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your park and recreation department offers swimming, hiking, picnic areas, and play 
equipment. Not all facilities may be accessible but some pools, trails, picnic areas and play 
equipment must be made accessible within your system. Changes can include: 

structural changes 
reassignment to accessible buildings 
providing auxiliary aids such as audio tapes and sign language interpreters 
providing home visits 
delivering services to an alternate site. 

How do we make improvements? 
A transition plan is required if structural changes are necessary. The plan must: 

1. Identify physical obstacles;
2. Describe necessary changes;
3. Schedule those changes; and
4. Identify the responsible individual.

The self-evaluation and transition plan must be written with the assistance of individuals with 
disabilities or organization representing the disabled community. 

REQUIRED SECTIONS OF A 504 REPORT 

Part I: Administrative Requirements 

1. Designation of 504 Coordinator
Attach official designation of employee responsible for 504 coordination with name and
position title signed by the chief municipal officer.

2. Grievance Procedures
This includes city or town employees as well as the general public served by the recreation
or park department. Submit employee grievance procedure ( excerpt from applicable union
contracts, and include process for non-union employees) as well as a procedure for the
general public.

3. Public Notification Requirements
Employees and public must be notified that the community does not discriminate on the basis
of disability. Notification must be in a format that is accessible such as large print, simple
language and in an auditory form. Clause must also be included in any recruitment materials
or publications. Please submit copies of these documents and evidence that notice was also
made for the visual and learning impaired.

4. Participation of Individuals with Disabilities or Organizations Representing the
Disabled Community
Completion of the Self-Evaluation must involve people with disabilities. You will need their
help .on Part II.

Part II: Program Accessibility 

58 

This includes the buildings, recreation facilities and equipment (swimming areas, tot lots, etc), 
programs, and services. This also includes lessees or concessionaires. 
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Transition Plan 
A transition plan is required if structural changes are necessary. The plan must: 

1. Identify physical obstacles;
2. Describe necessary changes;
3. Schedule those changes; and
4. Identify the responsible individual.

The self-evaluation and transition plan must be written with an individual or organization 
representing the disabled community. 

Facility Inventory 
Complete a separate inventory for each facility under the jurisdiction of the recreation 
department or conservation commission. You will need to xerox several copies of the 
inventory so that you submit one inventory per site. 

The State Office on Disabilities designed an Access Survey which is helpful for this inventory. 
This survey was based on the 1987 rules and regulations of the Massachusetts Architectural 
Access Board. Unfortunately, rules and regulations regarding recreation equipment such as 
tot lots, etc., are still in the works. The National Recreation and Park Association is currently 
working on this. For that reason, common recreation equipment is listed in this handbook 
for your use. If your facility has equipment not mentioned in this inventory, please include 
it. You can design a form for this section which better fits your community, just be sure to 
include all of the equipment or activities offered at the site and complete one form per site. 

The following is a list of typical recreation equipment and facilities that must be included in the 
inventory. This list is not all inclusive, but meant to be a guide. 

RECREATION EQUIPMENT AND FACILITIES 
1. Picnic Facilities

tables and benches 

grills 

number accessible to wheelchairs 
location ( adjacent to level paths?) 
access to open space areas 
back and arm rests 

height of cooking surface 
location (adjacent to level path?) 

trash cans 
location (adjacent to level path?) 

picnic shelters 
location (wide, firm path?) 
located near accessible water fountains, trash can, restrooms, parking etc.? 

2. Trails
surface 
dimensions 
rails 
signs (anything for visually impaired?) 
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3. Swimming Pools, Beaches
pools - entrance 

location - from accessible parking lot? 
safety features 

slip resistant surfaces 
warning for visually impaired 

beaches: access - pavement, handrails 

4. Play Areas ("tot lots")
equipment - safe and accessible for people with disabilities 
access - firm, level path 

enough space between play equipment for wheelchairs 

5. Game Areas - i.e. ball fields, tennis and basketball courts
access - firm, level path from accessible parking lot 
court equipment - height, dimensions 
spectator seating 

6. Boat Docks: firm, level path, handrails

7. Fishing Facilities
access - firm, level path, handrails 
equipment 

arm rests 
bait shelves 
handrails 
fish cleaning tables 

8. Programming - Are special programs at your facility accessible? Programs include learn-to-swim,
guided hikes or tours, etc.

9. Services/Technical Assistance - Is information on permitting processes accessible to those with sight
impairments ( auditory material)?

An Access Survey distributed by the State Office on Disability is included for your use at the end of 
this section. These forms may be used for .the Section 504 inventory, or you may prefer to develop 
your own inventory forms. These surveys also provide technical assistance on architectural standards. 
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Part III: Employment Practices 
Please submit copies of these documents and other evidence of compliance with Section 504 such as 
copies of applicable sections of union contracts, employment advertisements, etc. 

1. Recruitment
A Job Announcements: must include a nondiscrimination statement, be posted in accessible 
areas, and also be in an auditory form. 

B. Interviews: must address the applicants qualifications for the job. It is illegal to inquire
about an applicant's disability and its severity.

2. Personnel Actions
Recruitment, selection, promotion, hiring, upgrading, etc.
Compile statistics on number of employees with disabilities and their positions ( are there employees
in higher level positions?)

3. Leave Administration
Leave of absence, sick or annual leave, return from leave
Policies for granting leave must not adversely affect qualified employees with disabilities.

4. Training
Internships, apprenticeships, on-the-job training, etc.
Training programs must be administered in a manner that allows equal participation by qualified
employees with disabilities.

5. Tests
Tests and other criterion must measure essential job requirements only. Tests must be job-related
and nondiscriminatory towards persons with impaired communications abilities.

6. Medical Examinations/Questionnaires
Pre-employment medical examinations are permissible only after conditional employment offers. 
Medical history questionnaires must not request information as to the nature or severity of an 
applicant's disability. 

7. Social/Recreational Programs
Social and recreational programs sponsored by the community must be accessible to employees with 
disabilities. 

8. Fringe Benefits
Employees with disabilities must be given the same employee benefits as non-disabled employees.

9. Collective Bargaining Agreements
Terms and practices of collective bargaining agreements must not contain provisions that limit the
participation of qualified employees with disabilities.

10. Wage and Salary Administration
Employees with disabilities must not be offered different rates of compensation solely on the basis
of disability.
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ACCESS SURVEY 

General Information 

Information for this access survey was provided by the Massachusetts Office on Disability, One 
Ashburton Place, Room 1305, Boston, MA 02108. The phone number is (617) 727-7440 or (800) 
322-2020 and these phones are accessible! The fax number is (617) 727-0965. This checklist is based
on the 1987 rules and regulations of the Massachusetts Architectural Access Board [521 CMR]. Only
the most frequently used sections are included. For a more comprehensive survey, please review the
regulations. The National Park Service and Forest Service are working on another publication
entitled the Design Guide for Accessible Outdoor Recreation. Information on obtaining this
publication is available at the following address:

Joseph Mead 
Access Coordinator 
USDA Forest Service; Auditors Building 
201 14th Street, S.W. at 
Independence Ave., S.W. 
Washington, DC 20250 
(202) 205-1706

The survey forms have 3 reporting columns labeled "Yes", "No", and "Comment". Check "Yes" if the 
item, such as parking, is accessible, or "No" if it is not accessible. Use the "Comment" column to 
explain any modifications necessary to make the item accessible, or answer "NIA" (Not Applicable) 
if the site does not have that particular item. 

Ramp Slope Formula 

The minimum acceptable slope for ramps is expressed in a ratio of inches, 1: 12. For every inch of 
rise that a ramp goes up, it must go out 12" ( one foot). Remember that for our purposes the RUN 
of the ramp is the distance covered by the sloped surface of the ramp. It does not include level areas 
at the top, bottom, or at the turns. The RISE is the total vertical distance that the ramp goes up. 

Any ramp with a slope ratio lower than 1:12 is too steep, for example 1:8. A ramp with a slope ratio 
higher than 1:12 is fine, for example 1:15. 

In order to determine the ramp SLOPE, the measurement of ramp rise and run must first be 
converted into inches. So a ramp with a rise of 6'10" and a run of 27'4" can be converted to read 
82":328" or simply 82:328. Since the ratio must be expressed as 1:?, divide the first number into the 
second number. 328 divided by 82 is 4. We can say that this ramp slope is 1:4. Much too steep! 
The correct ramp length for a rise of 82" would be 82 feet. 

You can, with the 1:12 ratio, determine the needed length of a sloped surface of a ramp (even if 
there is no ramp currently) by measuring the rise and figuring the run with the formula. If the rise 
is 4'3" then the distance covered by the sloped portion of the ramp must be no less than 
51" x 12" = 51 feet. 
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Section 

25 RAMP Location 

Ramps 

----------

25.2 Slope maximum 1:12 

25.3 Minimum width 4 ft between handrails 

25.4 Handrails on both sides 

Handrails at 34 in. and 
ramp surface 

Handrails extend 12 in. 
and bottom 

Handgrip oval or round 

Handgrip smooth surface 

19 in. from 

beyond top 

Handgrip diameter between l¼" and 2" 

Clearance of lh" between wall and 
wall rail 

25.5 Non-slip surface 

25.6 Level platforms (4 ft� X 4 ft.) at 
every 32 ft., at top, at bottom, at 
change of direction 

25 RAMP Location 

25.2 Slope maximum 1:12 

25.3 Minimum width 4 ft. between handrails 

25.4 Handrails on both sides 

Handrails at 34 in. and 
ramp surface 

Handrails extend 12 in. 
and bottom 

Handgrip oval or round 

Handgrip smooth surface 

19 in .. from 

beyond top 

Handgrip diameter between l¼" and 2" 

Clearance of 1½" between wall and 
wall rail 

25.5 Non-slip surface 

25.6 Level. platforms (4 ft. X 4 ft.) at 
every 32 ft., at top, at bottom, at 
change of direction 

COMMENTS 

Ramps 
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Section 

23 PARKING 

23.4 Parking lot or garage 

# of total spaces 

# of hp spaces 

Parking 
Yes No Comments 

Total Spaces Required HP Spaces 
15-25

26 - 40 5% 
41 - 100 4% 
101 - 200 3% 
201 - 500 2% 
501 - 1,000 1.5% 
1,001 - 2,000 1% 
2,001 - 5,000 .75% 
s,oq1 or more .50% 

23.2 HP spaces closest in lot to accessible 
entrance. 

Where hp spaces cannot be located within 
200 ft. of accessible entrance, drop-off 
area is .provided within 100 feet 

23.5 Min. width 12 ft. (or two 8 ft. with 
4 ft. wide striped aisle between) 

23.7 Sign with international symbol of 
accessibility at each space or pair 
of spaces 

Sign min. 5 ft., max. 8 ft. to top 
of sign 

23.9 Surface evenly paved or hard-packed 
(no cracks) 

" slope less than 1:20 (5%) 

23.6 Curbcut to pathway from parking lot at 
each space or pair of spaces, if sidewalk 
(curb) is present (complies with 21.1) 

21.1 a. Min. width 3 ft. excluding sloped 
sides 

b. Sloped sides
c. All slopes not to exceed 1:12
d. Textured or painted yellow

COMMENTS 

Paiking 

1 space 

but not 
but not 
but not 
but not 
but not 
but not 
but not 
but not 

less 
less 
less 
less 
less 
less 
less 
less 

than 
than 
than 
than 
than 
than 
than 
than 

2 spaces 
3 spaces 
4 spaces 
6 spaces 
10 spaces 
15 ·spaces 
20 spaces 
30 spaces 
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Section 

20 SITE ACCESS 

Building 

20.l Accessible path of travel from passenger
disembarking area and parking area to 
��cessible entrance 

20.2 Disembarking area at accessible entrance 

20.3 Surface evenly paved or hard-packed 

20.4 No ponding of water 

22 WALKS 

22.1 4 ft. wide minimum 

slope max. 1:20 (5%); if greater, treat 
as a_ ramp 

22.2 continuous common surface, no changes in 
level greater than½ inch 

26 ENTRANCES 

26 .1 Primary public entrances accessible .to 
person in wheelchair 

26.2 Level space extending 5 ft. from the door, 0

interior and exterior of entrance doors 

At least 18 inches clear floor area on 
latch, pull side of door 

26.3 Vestibule 4 ft. plus width of door 
swinging into the space 

26.4 Entrance(s) on a level that makes 
elevators accessible 

26.5 Door mats less than½" thick are securely 
fastened 

II II more .than½" thick are recessed 

Grates in path of travel have openings of 
½in. maximum 

26.6 Objects which protrude into entranceways 
(signs, lights, fixtures} are at least 
80 inches above the floor 

26.7 Signs at non-accessible entrance(s} 
indicate direction to accessible entrance 

COMMENTS 

Yes No 

--

Comment 

Site Access, Walks, Entrances 
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Stairs 

Section Buildi::-1g 
----------------

28 STAIRS Location 

28.2 No open risers 

Nosings not projecting 

28.3 Handrails on both sides 

Handrails 34 inches above tread 

Handrail extends min. 1 ft. beyond 
top and bottom riser (if no safety 
hazard and space permits) 

28.4 Handgrip oval or round 

Handgrip diameter between l¼" and 2" 

Handgrip smooth surface 

28.5 1½ in. clearance between wall and 
handrail 

28 STAIRS Location 

28.2 No open risers 

Nosings not projecting 

28.3 Handrails on both sides 

Handrails 34 inches above tread 

Handrail extends min. 1 ft. beyond 
top and bottom risers (if no safety 
hazard and space permits) 

28.4 Handgrip oval or round 

Handgrip diameter between l¼" and 2" 

Handgrip smooth surface 

28.5 l½ in. clearance between wall and
handrail

COMMENTS 

Stairs 

Yes No 

Yes No 

Comment 

Comment 
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Doors 

Section 

27 DOOR Location 

27.2 Minimum 34 in. clear opening 

27.4 At least 18 in. clear floor space 
on pull side of door 

27.5 Closing speed min. 6 seconds 

27.6 Maximum pressure 15 lbs. exterior, 
8 lbs, interior doors 

27.7 Threshold max. ½ in. high, bevelled 
on both sides 

27.9 Hardware operable with a closed fist 
. (no conventional door knobs or thumb 
latch devices) 

Hardware min. 36 in., max. 42 in 
above the floor 

27.10 Door adjac�nt to revolvini door is 
accessible and unlocked 

27.12 Doors opening into hazardous area have 
hardware that is knu�led or roughened 

27 DOOR Location 

27.2 Minimum 34 in. clear opening 

27.4 At least 18 in. clear floor space 
on pull side of door 

27.5 Closing speed min. 6 seconds 

27.6 Maximum pressure 15 lbs. exterior, 
8 lbs. interior doors 

27.7 Threshold max. ½ in. high, bevelled 
on both sides 

27.9 Hardware operable with a closed fist 
(no conventional door �nobs or thumb 

latch devices) 

Hardware min. 36 in., max� 42 in. 
above the floor 

27.10 Door adjacent to revolving door is 
accessible and unlocked 

27.12 Doors opening into hazardous area have 
hardware that is knurled or roughened 

Doors 
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Yes No Comment 
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Sec-cion 

27 DOOR, continued 

27.8 Clear, level floor space extends out 
5 f�. from both sides of the door 

27.10 Door adjacent to revolving door is 
accessible and unlocked 

27.12 Doors opening into hazardous area have 
hardware that. is knurled or roughened 

COMMENTS 

Doors 

3uilc.ing 
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Kestrooms 
Section Building 

30 PUBLIC RESTROOM Location 

Doors �omply with Section 27 

Vestibules comply with Section 26.3 

30.3 5 ft. turning space measured 12 in.from 
the floor 

30.4 At least one SINK: 

a. Mounted without pedestal or legs,
height 32 in. to top of rim

b. Extends at least 22 in. from the wall

c. Open knee space min. 30 in .. width

d. Open knee space min. 27 in. height

e. Faucets operable with closed fist
(lever or �prin� activated handle)

30.5 At least one STALL: 

Accessible to person in wheelchair 

60 in. wide X 72 in. deep 

Stall door 36 in. wide 

a. swings out

b. self closing

c. pull latch

d. lock operable with closed fist,
32 in. above floor

e. coat hook 54 in. high

Toilet 

a. 18 in. from center to nearest side
wall

b. 42 in. min. clear space from center
to farthest wall/fixture

c. Eop of seat 17 in. - 19 in. above
the floor

Grab Bars 

a. on back and side wall closest to
water closet

b. 1� in. diameter

c. l½ in. clearance to wall

d. located 30 in. above and parallel
to the floor

e. acid-etched or roughened

f. 42 in. long

Restrooms 
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Sect.:..on 

30 ?UBLIC RESTROOM, continued 

30.9 Toilet paper dispenser 24 i:1. above 
th.e floor 

30.7 One mir=or set max. 38 in. to bottom 
(if tilted, 42 inches} 

30.8 Dispensers (towel, soap, etc.} at 
least one of each max. 42 inches 
above the floor 

CO !J!Jv1..EN TS 

Restrooms 

3uildi:-ig 

Yes No Comment 
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SHC\NER ROOMS 3'1 
---

---� 

31.1 Where shower rooms are provided, they shall be able to accommodate 
both wheel-in and transfer use and shall comply with the following: 

31.2 Stalls shall be thirty-six (36) inches by sixty (60) inches minimum, 
with a thirty-six (36) inch door opening. 

31.3 Floors shall be pitched to drain within the stall at the corner farthest 
from the entrance. Floors shall be carborundum, grit-face tile, or 
other non-slip surface. 

31.4 Controls: Showers shall operate by a single lever with a pressure 
balance mixing valve, and all controls shall be located on the center 
wall adjacent to the hinged seat. Shower heads attached to a flexible 
metal hose with a wall mounting adjustable from forty-two (42) inches 
to seventy-two (72) inches above the floor line shall be provided. 

31.5 Seat: A hinged, padded seat shall be provided, which is at least 
sixteen ( 16) inches deep, folds upward, is securely attached to the· 
side wall, is set at a height of eighteen ( 18) inches to the top of the 
seat, and is at least twenty-four (24) inches long. 

31.6 Grab bars: Two grab bars shall be provided, one thirty (30) inches 
long and one forty-eight (48) inches long. They shall be placed 
horizontally at thirty-six (36) inches above the floor line or shall be a 
continuous L-shaped grab bar. 

31. 7

31.8 
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PLAN - SHOWER RCCM ELEVATION 

Soap trays shall not incorporate hand hold features unless they can 
support two hundred and fifty (250) pounds for five (5) minutes. 

Gang showers shall also comply with this Section except for the provi
sions contained in Section 31.2. 
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Floors, Drinking Fountains, Telephones 

Section 

FLOORS/HALLS Location _______ _ 

29.1 Each story one common level or 
ramped 

29.2 Floor surfaces non-slip 

29.3 Carpeting high-density, low pile, 
non-absorbent, stretched taut, 
securely anchored 

5.12 Corridor width minimwn 3 ft. 

26.6 Objects (signs, ceiling lights, 
fixtures) which protrude into the 
path of travel minimum 80 in. above 
the floor 

36 DRINKING FOUNTAINS Location 
-------

Building 

Yes :-Jo 

(Where provided at least one should comply) 

36.1 Basin rim max. 34 in. above floor 

Hand operated push button or lever 
controls 

Spouts located near front with stream 
of water as parallel to front.as 
possible 

36.2 If recessed, recess min. 30" width 
II II 

depth of 
recess no deeper than the 

the foun1:ain 

36.3 If no clear knee space underneath, 
clear floor space 30 in. X 48 in. to 
allow parallel approach 

37 PUBLIC TELEPHONES Location 

(Where provided at least one should comply) 

37.2 Highest operating part max. 54 inches 
above the floor 

37.4 Access within 12 in. of phone,30 in. 
high by 30 in in width 

37.5 Adjustable volume control on headset 
and so identified 

Comrnent 

Floors, Drinking Fountains, Telephone� 
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Section 

38 SWITCHES, CONTROLS, SIGNALS 

38.l switches and controls for light, 
heat, ventilation, windows, fire 
alarms, therrnostadts, etc. minimum 
36 in., maximum 54 in. above the 
floor 

Electrical outlets centered no lower 
than 18 inches above floor 

39.3 Warning signals have visual as well 
as audible signals 

39 SIGNS 

39.l Min. 54 in., max. 60 in. above floor 

Within 18 in. of door jamb or recess 

39.2 Letters/numbers l¼in. high min. 

Letters /numbers· raised . 03 in. 

Letters/numbers contrast with the 
background color 

COMMENTS 

Building 

Yes No Comment 

Signs, Signals, Switches 
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19 RECREATIONAL FACJLITIES 
�- -

-

19. 1 Recreational facilities shall include, but not limited to, courts, rinks� 
swimming pools, gymnasiums, stadiums, health and sports clubs, 
playgrounds, zoos, fairgrounds, beaches, piers, parks and campsites. 

19.2 Swimming pools in all locations subject to these Regulations shall be 
accessible. 

19.2. 1 Accessibility to such pools shall be by means of any of the 
following: 

19.2.1. 1 A thirty-four (34) inch wide ramp with a non-slip 
surface extending into the shallow end of the pool. 
Such ramps shall have a slope not exceeding one-in-.six 
(1 :6), and shall have handrails on both sides, or; 

19.2.1.2 A lifting device, or; 

19.2. 1.3 When the water level of the pool is above the level 
of the path of travel, which forms a raised coping, the 
coping may be utilized as a transfer area, if it 1s 
constructed eighteen (18) inches above the path of 
travel and is eighteen (18) inches wide minimum. 

PLAN - TRANSFER AREA 

19.2.2 There shall be an unobstructed path of travel not less 
than forty-eight (48) inches wide around such pools. These 
paths shall have a surface that is non-slip. 

19.3 Bowling alleys shall provide an accessible path of travel to at least two 
(2) adjacent lanes.

19 • 4 Locker rooms, shower facilities, and spectator areas in recreationa I
facilities shall comply with these Regulations. 
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